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Preface
In recent yeal'S the number of neutron SOlll'ces in this
has increased greatly. It has also become eyident
that, because of their physical properties and biological
effects, neutrons must be regar(\ecl as a special t~'pe of
radiation hazard. On the other hand, the formulation of
adequate protection regUlations is made difficult because
of the limited experience a\'ailable and because of the
variable output of many neutron sources. The contents of
this Handbook are based on what is belieYe(j to be the best
information presently available, and as some of this information is not easily obtainable it has been set forth in
some detail. Because of the rapid dewlopment of neutron
technology it was felt advisable to state recommendations
rather than rules in manv instances. Ho\\"eyer. the rules
proyicled (section IV) ai'e deemed essential for proper
protection.
Subcommittee I of the National Committee on Hadiation
Protection and llIeasUl'ements has recommended limits fol'
the maximum permissible dose of ionizing radiations in
NBS Handbook 59. Since the publication of this Handbook
both the
the limits haw again come under consideration
National and the International Committees on Radiation
Protection. In addition, the K ational Academy of Sciences
and the British Medical Research Council haye executed
d.etailed redews on the effects of ionizing radiations on
human beings. The foul' gl'OUjlS haye made quite similar
recommendations.
The recommendations of this Handbook take into consideration the statement of January 8, 1957, by the National Committee on Radiation Protection and Measurements recommending a substantial lowering of the maximum permissible leyels for radiation \\"o1'kers.1 The requirements in section 21.5 are somewhat more stringent
than those giyen in the January statement. In addition,
the RBE's used for neutrons are those giyen preyiously.
although there is some e\'idence that they are too high. At
the present time, Subcommittee )I-4 of the XCRP is considering the RBE problem. At some future time, the RBE's
in this Handbook ma~' need to he reyised. This consen-atiYe attitude is considel'erl desirable because much less is
known about biological effects of neutron l'adiation as compared \yith X- and gamma rays.
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The scope of this Handbook extends to neutron energies
up to 30 :'lIe\". Although both theoretical and experimental
information is sparser be:-'ond about 10 ::\1e\', the higher
limit "'as chosen because many neutron generators operate
\\'ithin the wider range. The compal'atiYeJ.y few sourCeS
producing neutrons in excess of 30 ::'lIe\' usually attain
energies sewral times as great, and a substantially different
protection problem is im'oh'eel.
subject of neutron protection at reactors
been
limited to considerations arising in routine operations. The
problems of safe design and construction are outside the
scope of this Handbook.
The K ational Committee on Radiation Protection and
.l\Ieasurements (originally known as the Advisory Committee on X-ray and Radium Protection) was formed in 1929
upon the recommendation of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection. The Committee is sponsored b~'
the ;.;rational Bureau of Standards and go\'erned by representati\'es of participating organizations. Eighteen subcommittees ha\'e been established, each charged \\'ith the
responsibilit~, of preparing recommendations in its particular field. The
of the subcommittees are approwd by
the )fain Committee before publication.
The following parent organizations and indi\'iduals comprise the ::'Ilain Committee:
American College of Radiology: R. H. Chamberlain and :'II. D.
Schulz.
American Dental Associatioll: R. J. ::\ elsen.
American Industrial Hygiene Association: E. C. Barnes and J.
H. Sterner.
American :'IIedical Association: P. C. Hodges.
American Radium Society: T. P. Eberhard and E. H. Quimby.
American Roentgen Ray Society: T. C. EYans and R. R :\' ewell.
Health Physics Society: K. Z. :'IIorgall and J. W. Healy.
International Association of GO\'ernment Labor Officials: A. C.
Blackman and 1. R. Tabel'shaw.
:\'ational Bureau of Standards: L. S. Taylor, Chairman, and
S. W. Raskin, Secretary.
:\' ational Electrical :\T anufacturel's Association: .J. A. Reynolds
and E. D. Trout.
Radiological Society of North Anwrica: C. B. Braestl'up and R. S.
Stone.
U. S. Ail' FO!'ce: R. }I. Lechallsse, Col.
U. S. Army: E. A.
CoL
U. S. Atomic Energy
: W. D. Claus and C. L. Dunham.
U. S. )Jayy: S. F. Williams,
1..T. S. Public Health Service: H.
Andre\\'s and C. PO\\'ell.
Heprcsentatin;s-at-Ial'ge: J. C. Bnghpl', G. Failla, Shields \Ya1Ten,
.J. L Weatherwax, and E. G. \Villiams.
Subcommittee chairmen: See below.
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1.

Introduction

Definition of Terms

The following definitions are given for purposes of clarification of the contents of this Handbook. In some instances
they may differ somewhat from common use.
Shall. Necessary or essential to meet cUl'rently accepted
standards of protection.
Should. Is recommended. Indicates advisory requirements that are to be applied ,yhen practicable.
Absorbed dose. Absorbed dose of .an~T ionizi-ng radiation is the energy imparted to matter by ionizing particles
per unit mass of irradiated material at the place of
interest. The absorbed dose is measured in rads. In this
Handbook the term "will be llsed to express the energy
absorbed pel' gram of tissue of composition
in 5.1.
energy
Accelerator. A device for imparting large
to charged particles such as electrons, protons. deuterons,
and helium ions.
Accessible location. Any region around a SOUl'ce of ionradiation that can he I'eached without rupture of
structures or without use of specially designed tools not
generally available.
Anemia. Abnormally low number of red blood corpuscles
or low ·haemoglobin.
Barn. A unit of area used in expressing a nuclear cross
section, 1 bam = 10- 21 cm 2 • Cross sections per atom are
customarily measured in barns.
Capture. A process in which a neutron becomes part
of the nucleus with which it collides without release of
another heavy particle.
Controlled area. A defined area in "\'hich the occupational exposure of personnel to radiation or to radioactive
material is under the supervision of a radiation safety
(protection) officer.
Cross section. Effective target area for specified nuclear
interaction. The cross section is a measure of the probability for the interaction. It is expressed in barns.
Dose. As used in this Handbook. either absorbed dose
or RBE dose. Doses and dose rates "'ill he said to exist
at some point in space even if tissue may not actually
be located at such a point. In such instances sneh doses
1

Leukemia. Disease of blooel-forming organs. usually
,,·itll greatly increased production of white blood cells;
these ctlls are invasi\-e, and hod v deterioration ma:v be
either cln'onic (slow) or acute (ral}id).
.
Leukocyte. White blooel corpuscle.
Linear energy transfer (LET). The linear rate of loss
of energy (locally absorbed) by an ionizing particle
traversing a material medium.
Lymphocyte. A variety of \\"hite hlood cell formed in
lymph glands and other lymphoid tissue. The nucleus is
single and is sUlTounded by a thin layer of cytoplasm
which is nongranulal'. Average life span is relatively
short.
Million electron volt (Mev). 1 million electron volts.
Moderator. :JIaterial used in a nuclear reactor to moderate, i.e., slow down, neutrons from the high energies at
which they m'e released. Neutrons lose energy by scattering collisions \yith nuclei of
moderator.
Xeutron flux. The number of neub'ol1s which, per unit
time, b:averse a sphere of unit cross-sectional area centereel about the point of interest. It h, usually expressed
in n cnr~ sec- 1 • The correct term for this quantity is neutron flux density, but in common use the incorrect term
"flux" is almost inval'iahl~l employed.
Nuclear reaction. Collision hebyeen nuclear pal'iicles
lead'ing to release of different particles.
Platelet. A small colorless corpuscle present in larO'e
numbers in the hlood of all mammals, heIie,-ed to play'"a
'
role in the clotting of hlood.
Qualified expert. A person suited by training and experience to perform dependahle radiation surveys. to
oversee radiation monitoring, to estimate the elegree' of radiation hazard, anel to adYise regarding radiation hazards.
Rad. Unit of absorbed dose. 1 rad is equal to ] 00
ergsig.
Radiation safety (protection) officer. An individual
in charge of radiation pl'Otection.
RBE dose. Product of absorbed dose (as measUl'ed in
rads) and HRE. The RRE dose is measured in rems.
Radioactive neutron source. A neutron source consisting of a combination of radioactiye nuclides and suitable
target materials. Neutron production occurs as a result
of an (a,n) or ('),n) reaction.
Relative biolog'ical effectiveness (RBE). BioloO'ical potency of one ]'adiation as compared \yjth anot\J~l'. Tt is
numerically equal to the inverse of the ratio of absorbed

and dose rates are the maximum ones that would be
obtained in a 30-cm-thick infinite slab of tissue. (see
appendix 1).
Dose rate. The rate of dose deliyel'ed averaged Q'i'er a
stated pel'iod. This may be different from instantaneous
d6se rate
in the operation of a pulsed generator the
instantaneous dose rate greatly exceeds the dose rate
aye raged over 1 hour. This in turn may be higher than
the dose rate aYel'aged over 1 "'ee:k if g~neratOl' operation is intermittent).
Elastic scattering. Collisions in ".,hich the kinetic
energy of neutron plus nucleus is unchanged by the collision, and the nucleus is left in the same &tate as before
the collision.
Electron volt (ev). A unit of energy equal to the
energy gained by a particle haying one electronic charge
,,'hen it passes in a vacuum through a potential difference
of 1 volt; 1 ev=1.60X]O-1~ erg.
Epilation. Temporary or permanent removal of hair.
Epithelium. The purely cellular. nonvascular layer cover-ing all the free surfaces of the body, cutaneous, mucous,
and serous. including the glands and other .structures derived therefrom.
Erythema. Heddening of the skin, primarily due to dilation of small blood vessels and also due to other tissue
damage.
Exposure dose. Exposure dose of X- or gamma radiation at a certain place is a meaSUTe of the radiation which
is based upon its ability to produce ionization.
Fast neutrons. Neutrons of energies between 10 kev
and 10 :JIev.
Gamete. A mature germ cell, such as an unfertilized
ovum or spermatozoon.
Inelastic scattering. Scattering collision of neutron with
attendant loss of kinetic energy \y·hich causes excitation
of the target nucleus, and subsequent release of gamma
rays.
Intermediate neutrons. N eutl'Ons of energies between
0.0 ev and 10 key.
Kilo electron volt (kev). 1,000 ev.
Kilovolt (kv). A unit of electrical potential equal to
1.00n yolts. The term is also used to characterize the radiation emit ted by X-rar tubes operating at this potential.
LD"". Dose of ionizing radiation required to kill 50
percent of the animals in 11 given group. A time limit of
30 days is usually applied (LD'''/JO)'
2

3
I
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doses of the t,yO radiations required to produce eqtl~1
bioloo'ical effect. The standard of reference used in tillS
Handhook is 200 kv X-radiation, which thus has an RBE
of 1.
Relativistic neutrons. Neutrons of energies aboye 10
:\Iev.
"
. 1
Rem. Unit used in the description of radlOhlOloglca
effects on man. The dose in rems is numerically equal
to the product of the absorbed dose. in. ra~ls and .the
value of the HBE applica'hle f01' the l'acilabon 111 questron.
Thermal neutrons. Strictly, neutrons in the thermal
equilibrium ,yith their surroundings. In this H<~ndbook,
all neutrons \yj,th energies of less than 0.5 ev are mcluded
in this category.
Thrombocytopenia. Decreased number of platelets per
cubic millimeter of circulating blood.
Week. calendar. 7 consecutive days.
.
Week. work. Any cO::llbination of time intervals addmg
up to 40 hOU1:S within 7 consecutive days.
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Present Status of Physical and Biological
Information
Classification of Neutrons and Primary Modes
of Interaction

2.1. Neutrons are available from various types of
sources in an energy range (per particle) from about
10- 1 to 10 9 ev, a variation in energy of a factor of 101 :1.
The types of interaction vary markedly .with. energy. It
is therefore convenient to base the claSSIficatIon of neutrons on energy intervals where certain interactions predominate. The transition between these ranges is, however, not sharp, and consequently there is a certain degree
of latitude in the choice of limits. The classification set
forth below shall be adopted for the purposes of this
Handbook.
2.2. Thermal neutrons. These are neutrons in thermal
equilibrium with matter, usually at room temperature,
which therefore haye a l\!ax\yellian distribution of yelocities. The most probahle \'eloeity per unit \'elority in this
distribution is 2,200 meters per second, corresponding to
an energy of (l.025 e\'. In most instances it is sufficient~y
accurate to consider thermal neutrons as monoenergetIc
with this energy. The most important interaction with
4

matter is capture-usually with emissioll of gamma radiatiOll. 1 Occasionalh e, nuclear reactions such as (Il,p) or
fission may occur.' The K II (n,p) e l l reaction is important
in tissue ..
2.3. Intermediate neutrons. The intermediate energy region is here defined as exte\l(~illg fron! 0.5 e\' to 10 keY.
The absorption spectrum of mtel'mechate neutrons often
exhibits resonant peaks and for this reason the t~l'm
"resonance neutrons" is sometimes emplored. Intermedlate
neutrons are usually obtained from a moderating material
in which fast neutrons are sl()\\'ed down b~' elastic collisions.
This slowing-do"lYll process is the most important intera~
tion bebyeen intermediate neutrons and matter, and It
leads to a neutron flux inwrselr proportional to energythe well-knO\\'n dEE spectrum, Capture and nuclear reactions may also OCCUl'.
2.4. Fast neutrons. The range of fast neutrons \Yill be
considered to extend from 10 key to 10 J\,Ie\,. The most important interactioll \yith matter is ela~tic sc~ttering. ,At
the upper part of this energy range, Jll~last!c scattermg
and nuclear reactions are comparable m frequency to
elastic scattering. Although resonance phel1om~na may
occur (particularly for light elements), cross sectIOns vary
slow1r with energr in general.
2.5. Relatil'istic neutrons. All neutrons beyond 10 lHey
energr will be considered relativ'istic neutrons. Their el~
ergr exceeds the binding energy of nucleons, al:d for t}ns
reason complex nuclear reactions such as spallatIOn becon~e
important. In addition, the kinetic energy of neutl'(;lll.S :s
an appreciable fraction ~f the l'es~ energy, ,and relabnsbc
corrections must be apphed. Elastlc scattermg also OCCUl'S,
but it tends to be markedly as~emmetric in the center-ofmass s~'stem.
2.6. The pl'Obabilit~· of any interaction between neutrons
and matter is expressed quantitatiyely in terms of C/'088
sections, The cross section, 0", may be considered as the
efiectil'e target area of the nucleus if the neu.tr.on is
assumed to haye zero diameter .. For a beam contammg ~
neutron/em:' moying with :'eloclty v (cm/sec) toward}v
nuclei, the rate of interactIOns per second wlll be .~ /'7\ ~r.
The quantit~· nl' is the neutron flux. The cross sectIOn IS
usuallY expressed in barns (1 ()~4 em").
2.7: There is a finite cross section fOI' each possible nuclear interaction. In addition. cross sections for scattering
lActually,

ela~.:tie

{'nlli~..don:',

neut lomb nor the matter

hut at thermal Je\"cls neither
on the a'{(>fag'e.

(~nergy

5

pmcesses ma~" be further cliyicled into nuious differential
cross sections that express the probability for scattering
in a particular direction. The number of neutrons intemct·
iug is determined b~" the Sllm or all pmcesses that can take
place, that is by the total cross section, ar.
3.

Absorbed Dose

3.1.
energy imparted to tissues is the physical basis
for quantitatiye correlation bebycen exposme and biologi·
cal effect. The enel'gy pel' unit mass that is imparted to
any material b~" ionizing radiation is denoted as the absorbed
dose. It is expressed ill racls.
3.2. In the absolute CGS s,\'stem of units, specific energy
imparted to matter is eXI)l'essed in ·ergs pel' gram. One
ead equals 100 ergs !g. One milliracl (ml'ad) is one-thousandth of 1 rae!. The rad was adopted as the international
unit of "absorbed dose" in July 1953, at the meeting of the
International Commission on Radiologica.l Units in Copenhagen [1].2
3.3. He]'etofore, the rep (roentgen-equivalent-physical)
has been user! extellsiYely for lhe specification of permiscloses of ionizing radiations other than X-rays 01'
gamma rars. Several definitions of the rep haY<:;) appeared
in the literature, but in the sense most widely accepted it
is a unit of ai!8ol'i>ed dose in soft tissue with a magnitude of
93 Cl'gS
The difference in magl1itude between the rep
(93 ergs
and the rad (100 ergs/g) L" negligible in the
estimation of permissible doses. Therefore, the adoption of
the ]'ad to replace the rep does not necessitate a change in
the numerical ntlues of permissible doses stated in reps
heretofore.
4.

Other Dose Units Employed to Define Exposure

4.1. Although the presently recommended unit of neutron
dose is the rac1, a ym'iety of other units are employed 01'
have been emplored in the past.
4.2. One of the most comm011'l:,-, used quantities is the
neutron flux. Since the absOl'bed
J'ate c1eli'"ered b,' a
given neutron flux depends on energy, the latter must' be
specifier! (at least within certain limits) to make possible
an estimate of the absorbed close. The I'elation be1\'"cen
flux and the absorbed dose recein:cl by a small amount of
tissue (first collision
]S
in figure 1.
in brackeb

indieate the literature

l'('ferenf'(:s

at the end of this
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•
4,3, The VidOl'een ('ollri('nsCl' l'-l1leter,
fOl' X-ray measllrement, has often hN'n
The "n unit" is lllH\Pl'stoorl to
amount
that diseharg'es the ion chamllPl' to the sallle
dOE'S 1 l'oentg'('ll of X-rays, Sometillles a distindion is
the 2;)-1' chamber modcl (X unit and the 100-j'
(n unit),
The n umbel' of l'ads
1 n depends 011 neut ron
energy and may yal'y among
chambet's
~L 20 percent
01' more, For ncutroll (energies aboye 1
up to several
:'IIev, 1 II cOl'l'esponds to Ll]J]l1'oxil11atdy 2
101l'er neutron
thE! number of l'ads pel' n probably
larger. The
nmv obsolete.

S.

Interactions Between Neutrons and Tissue

G.l. The interactions that occur between neutrons and
tissue depend upon the composition of the tissue inyolyed.
For purposes of this Handbook the atomic composition of
the "standard man" has been used to eyaluate the more
probable interactions of neutrons and the atoms of tissue.
The atomic composition of the "standard man" is gin~n in
table 1.
TABLE

Element

1.

.4101llic composition of tile "standard man"
Wei{rht.

Weight,

Atami>

graHls

pe!~centage

per gram

o

C
H
N

65
18
!O
~ ~

25 .•
9.49
62.8
1.36
0,236
.204
.0494
.0324
,0413
.0268
.0130
6.4i X 10-'

:l

ea
s
p

K
Na
Cl

Mp;

Fe ~

Cu

Mn~~~~ ~

0,1
0"

Total

1,~12 >~ 10~"

3.20 X 10- 0
2,13>" 10- 6

.03

T
69.500

Atoms,
percentage

9.52

10"

5.2. For both fast neutrons and relatiyistie neutrons up
to 30 1\1ev, the most important
behn:en neutrons
and tissue is elastic
The cross sections for absorption are small in
with
scattering cross
sections, and inelastic
although present at energies aboYe seyeral l\Iev, does not occur with hydrogen.
Because the hydrogen cross section tends to decrease rather
rapidly above 10 Mev, inelastic scattering and spallation

become more important as the neutron energy increases.
Ho\\'e\'er, there are fe\\-, if an~', quantitatiye (lata on this
point at
The
absorbed in tissue due to
elastic
is
largely as a result of scattering
atoms, This is so both because the hydrogen atoms occm more abuudantly, but also beeause the
aye rage fraction of the energ~' lost in an elastic collision
is giY(~n
2MdM--IF. \\-here JI is the mass number
of the atom struck. and thus the hea\'ier atoms clissipate
only a small fraction of the neutron's energy. Figure 1
giyes the
absorbed per gram of tissue ,,-hen
to neutrons
energy B Dfey) with 1 neutron
incident on a small \'olume element of tissue. Taking into
aecount only the first collisions of the neutrons, the close
in rarls clue to collisions with an element of mass number
M j, cross section aj (barns), and atomic abundance N j
(atoms/g), is giYen by
D

(1)

Figure 1 indicates that, in general, elastic scattering by
hydrogen aceounts for 80 to 9;; percent of the energy trans,
ferred to tissue by fast neutrons.
5.3. For a beam of neutrons incident on a large mass
of
the formulas (of !).2) must be correctell to take
account
the attenuation of the ineident beam. The
of the buildup (enhancement by mUltiple collisions) 011
dose is
difficult to assess preeisely but can. fortunatel~'
be
\\'jth sufficient accuracy for most
cases of
Because the total dose always
the first collisioll close giycn by summing the aboye fol'mulas, it is dear that the first collision rlose is a lower
bound for the total dose, In the ease of neutrons of "'"~l'''''lD'''
between 0.1 and 10 l\le\' impinging on a large com ex mass
of tissue, the maximum dose is at or neal' the irradiated
and is never more than h\'iee the first collision close
at the surface. It is to be emnhasized that this rule onb'
applies to the maximum 01' sud'ace close and cloes not apply
deep within an irradiated body where the first collision
dose ma\'
a much smaller fraction of the total dose,
GA. For neutrons of intermediate or thermal energy,
most of the close is imparted in the process of neutron abThe principal interactions are the H (n,Y) D and
(n,p) ell reactions. The energy released by the inwith hydrogen is much greater, because the y
has an energy of about 2.2 :Mev whereas
9
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quently, it is now proposed to consider linear energy transfer (LET) as the physical factor responsible for the REE.
6,L The RBE for various biologieal effects "aries with
test objects, the type of effect studied, anel often other
factors (such as close rate).
6.5. The term "rem" has been used as meaning "roentgen or rad equiyalent man." The unit is used in an attempt
to express close in terms of biological rather than physical
equiYalence. It may be (letined as the product of absOl'becl
dose in mels times RBE. Thus an absorbed (lose of 10 rads
from a radiation haYing an RBE of 10 represents 100 ]'ems,
Because of the Yariability of RBE, equal doses of rads represent varying closes of l'ems (lepenrling 011 the effect under
consideration. HO\\'eyer, fOJ' purposes of this Handbook, the
RBE dose in rems \"ill be understood to be the absorbed
dose in rads multiplied b~' the RBE (appl ieable for the
radiation under discussion) pertaining to exposure of humans anel as formulated for purposes of radiation protection.
6.6. Handbook 59 of this
recommends RBE values
that are made dependent on the LET of the charged particles produced in tissue. An RBE of 1 is proposed for all
LET "alues
to 3.5
p, The RBE is assumed to increase more or
linearly from 1 to 20 ill the range from
3.5 to 175 kev/11. No recommendations \\,,'::1'E' made for
values in excess of 175 kev i'. Permissible doses in section
8 have been deriyed on the basis of these recommendations,
The RBE of LET mlues beroncl 175 key II has beell assumed to be 20.
appears to
6,7. Biological comparison based Oil LD.",
indicate that the RBE of fast neutrons in acute exposures
would be 2 to 4. Dose-effect (LD-,,,,,,,) cunes for X-rars
and neutrons are similar in shape for mice, rats, and other
animals but ma\' cliffer for some such as the chick. Continuous 'low leye! of exposure (protraction) am1 fractionation appear to result ill a higher RBE of fast neutrons,
particularly in injury to th~: gonads or to the lens of the eye.

pl'oton has an enel'g~' of about 600 ke,', In additioll, the
product of relatiyc abundance and (TOSS section is much
larger in the case of the (n,y) reaction, HmH'w'r, the
y-nl~' can trayel through tissuo for considerable distances
before losing its energ~', \\"hereas the proton dissipates its
enel'g~- in the immediate Yicillit~- of its origin, Thus, fo1'
small masscs of tissue thc proton close pl'cdominates, but
for large masses oj' tissue the gamma dose is much larger,
Thel'e is at pl'esent little precise information ayailable about
the '-al'iation of dose with the geom('tl'~- of the irradiated
boclr, or eWll a rough rule sneh as that giwn abon: for fast
neutrons. FOl'
masses of tissue (20 em thick or mOl'e)
the maximum dose is essentially independent of neutron
enel'g~' up to 10 ke\'. )'lonte Carlo calculations haw indicated that the percentage of neutrons that slo\y down
to thermal energy in a thick slab does not \-ar.\· greatly
with the enel'gr of the incident beam; anel as, f01'
up to ;) ke\', these thermalized neutrons account for most
of the close, it follows that the dose is roughly constant.
;,)Ji, The depth dose clines obtained b~' 1\lonte Carlo calculations using a slab of tissue 30 cm thick are gh'en in
appendix 1. These ma~- be regarded as useful approximations to the dosage pattel'l1s within the trunk of a human
body.
6.
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Relative Biological Effectiveness

6,1. It has been found that equal absorbed closes deliyered
by diffeJ'ent ionizing l'adiations ma~' produce YaJ'ying deof inju]'~'. The relatiye biological effecth'eness (RBE)
one l'adiatioll with respect to another is rlefined as the
inyerse ratio of
absorbed doses j'ecluirecl for equal
effect, Thus, if includion of a giwn degree of damage requil'C~s an absorbed close D11 b,\' the reference radiation and
D \ by the ot11el' radiation, the RBE of the lattel' is Dr! iD,.
6.2. The biological effectiYeness of different kinds of
ionizing l'acliation is usually indicated as relatiye to that
of cOl1\'entionaJ therapeutic X-l'adiation (ZOO kY) as unity,
In lethalit~- studies it has been found that gamma radiation
(from Con" 0]' fl'om mc1ium) apparently has an RBE from
0.6 to 0,8 of that of 2;}()-h X-radiation.
6.3, As measUl'ements of HEE are based on comparisons
of tissue dose, the chief ph~-sical yariable which apparently
accounts fm'
difference in RBE is the rate of loss of
energy along the path of ionizing particles. It is assumed
that biological effectiyeness is dependent on spatial rUsh'ibution of the energy transfer taking place in tissue. Conse ..

7.

Biological Effects

7.1. Certain basic facts are generally accepted about the
biological action of neutrons and other ionizing radiations:
(a) The radiation penetrates throughout the cell, (b) the
energy transferred is high enough to cause fUllclame!ltal
changes in atomic and mol~cul,ar structure, (c) alteratIOns
are widely anel randomly dlstnbutecl throughout the cell.
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7.2. The cellular changes due to single or mUltiple doses
Hot be grossly obsenable foJ' some time, and mar accllmulate as time goes on. Tissues nlry in l'urliosensitiyity
and in ability to recoyer from radiation damage. Ther also
yary in latent period (i.e., time from exposure to manifestation of change).
7.3. In man, effects that mar appear early are (1) reduction in lymphocytes in blooe] and (2) damage to epithelial
cells of intestine and skin. Other rathel' early changes are
(1) reduction in leukoc~·te number in the blood, (2) erythema, epilHtion. and inhibition of gamete formation, and
(3) damage to small blood yessels. Changes that occur more
slowl~' and require more exposure are I'educed production
of erythrocytes (anemia) and of platelets (thrombocytopenia leading to bleeding tendency) and general
lack of new cells resulting in systemic deterioration.
It should be pointed out that these effects are not necessarily indicatiyc of radiation damage, because they may
result from any of several abnormal conditions.
7.4. General considerations regarding biological effects
of radiation and maximum permissible exposure conditions
usually include the following: (a) The most serious condition is exposure of the whole body to penetrating radiation;
(b) in general, percentage slll'Yi\'al and sllrYiyal time increase markedly as (1) portions of the bod~' are protected,
(2) the exposures are fractionated, amI (3) the penetration
of the radiation is decreased; (c) hereditary effects are
not easib' detected but they are cumlllati\-e and must be
considered, especially if large population groups are exposed; (d) repeated exposures (each too small to produce
demonstrable injury alone) rnaye\'entually reduce life span.
7.5. Skin cancer and leukemia are hazards of o\'erexposure. Such malignant changes usually, but not always,
are preceded by other indications of radiation damage.
Again, it must be pointed out that the presence of the
malignancy does not necessarily indicate radiation as the
causatiye agent.
7.6. Certain fast-neutron hazards appeal' to be related
to a more pronounced accumulation of damage fmm multiple exposures than occurs in the case of X-il'1'adiation.
Thus, tissues not likeb- to be replenished by cells from other
organs (such as the lens epithelium and germinal epithelium) are especially yulnerable to fast neutrons in multiple
exposures. Although there is usually some recovery follo,,'ing exposure to neutrons, it is less than in the case of
X-rays.

7.7. :\Iuch of our information concel'l1ing biologic effects
of radiation comes from clinical experience and from animal experimentation, but occasionally an a('cir\ental oYerexposure yields ,'aluable data in this regard [2 to 6J.
lUuch more information is needed from all three sources.

ma~'

8.
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Permissible Exposure to Neutrons

8.1. Due to the action of cosmic radiation, there exists a
constant neutron flux of roughly 50 n cm·~ 111'-1 at sea le\-el.
This increases with altitude, reaching a yalue approximated by 500 n cm ~ hr- 1 at 10,000 feet. The resultant dose
is of th'e order of 10-' mrad !\\'eek at sea leyel and 10-1
mrad. \H:ek at 10,000 feet.
8.2. Permissible exposure to neutrons is the dose that
may be receiwd \\'ithout undue risk to the health of the
inclidclual and that of the population. Certain basic rules
are gi,'en in Handbook 59. These state that for radiation
workers the \yeekh- dose deliYCl'ed to the skin must not
exceed 600 mrems, 'and that, in aeklition, all~' portion of the
body beyond a depth of 5 cm as well as certain critical
organs imlst receiYe no more than 300 mrems /week. In
the energy l'ange coyered here, absorbed doses of neutrons
are for practical purposes always maximal at or neal' the
body surface; and because some of the critical organs, ~uch
as the lens of the eye and the male gonads, are at lIttle
depth in the bod~', these rules require that in whole-body
exposure the maximum permissible weekly dose be 300
mrems as measured at 01' neal' the body sm'face. The rules
permit somewhat Im'gel' doses to be recei"ed by certain
body regions. Thus, hands and feet ma~'. r~ceiw 1.500
mrems rweek. Hmrewl', these larger local lmuts shall not
be permitted unless special effOl'ts haye been made to
a·ssure that the head and the trunk are not exposed in
excess or 300 mrems,,'eek. In exceptional cases when it is
necessal'~' for a person to receiye more than 0.3 rem in 1
week, he may receiYe 3 rems in 13 weeks.
8.3. ThE:: 1957 recommendations of the Kational Committee on Hac\iatiol1 Protection impose additional restrictions
on the dose that may be incurred by radiation ,,'orkers o\'er
long periocls of time [7]. These may be expressed by the
formula
(2)
D~~5 (N-18) rems,
where D is the HEE dose accumulated at age N years. The
formula applies to all critical OJ'gans except the skin, for
which the yalue 2D is permitted.
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It will be noted that in the case of a radiation ,,'orker
\\'ho, beginning at an early age, is routinely exposed to
a substantially constant radiation lewl, the maximum
yearl~' dose shall not exceed;) rems and the average weekly
dose shall not be more than 1no mrems, It \\'ill sometimes
be necessary to plan radiation pl'Otection 011 the basis of
these figures when protracted expOSUl'e of younger indidd.
uals is anticipatec1 01' must be considered likel~', For this
table 2) are based on
reason, certain datn giH'n belo"..
week1r expOSllres of 100 mrems as well as 300 mrems, although it will be understood that larger \'alues are permissible as long as the l'(:strictions in this and the preceding
paragra ph are adhered to.
8.4. Handbook 5H also contains a listing of applieable
RBE values according to t.he specific ionization of the
particles delivering the dose. Calculations taking into
account the LET of secondary recoils arising from both
primary end multiple scattered neutrons im1icate that in
a phantom 30 em thick, the RBE depends both on neutron
energy and, to some extent, on the depth in the phantom.
IIowe\'el'. in general, the highest RBE OCCllI'S near the
regions \\'here the dose is also maximal. Therefore, the
highest RBE must be applied for purposes of protection.
Figures 2 to 12 in appendix 1 sho\\' depth doses in both
rads and l'ems for a numbe1' of neutron energies.:! Table
2 giYes RBE and maximnm pem1issible average neutron
flux as a function of energr for protl'acted exposure on
the basis of a -lO-hoUl' week. Although an HBE of 10
might be slightly exceeded at neutron energies in the
neighborhood of 1 :\lev, it \"ould seem sufficiently safe to
rlerh-e maximum permissible doses fo], any neutron energy
bet'.\'een thermal lend and 1() l\I("~Y by linear interpolation
beb\'een neighboring energies in table 2. In the absence
of an,\' definite information, a consernltiw limit has been
adopted as the maximum permissible flux densitr between
10 and 30 :\Iey.
8.5. It must be realized that the values in table 2 apply
on1)' to monoenergetic neutrons incklent normally on the
major portions of the human body, E\"en when neutron
generator emits monenel'getic neutrons, scattering by ,,'alls
and other structures "'>\'il! cause degradation in enel'gy. Howe\-e1', because this process will, in flir ran,rjC of table 2,
almost always lead to decreased biological potency, it is
safe to assnme that all neutrons ha\'e the orig'inal maxi-

a

for having carried out the
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TABLE

Nf'utro!l
energy

2.

neutron flux

Maximum

300 mrems

RIlE

n cnr: scc- 1
670
500
570

Thermal
0.000]

.005
.02
.1

.5
1.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
10

2.'<0
1'0

In

30
18
20
18
17
17

10 to 30
'Suggcs!:€d limit.

mum energy. Similarly, it may be assumed that all neutI'~ns
are incident normally (even if some mar actually arl'lve
obliquely) .
8.6. In case sufficiently detailed information on neutron
energy is not available, an RBE of 10 shaU be assumed.
8.7. The maximum permissible weekly close may, be
received within anv time period \\'ith1n the "\\'eek. Assummg
a 40-hour work ,,:eek, a steady exposure to 7.5 mrems/hr
or the fluxes in the last column of table 2 represents the
permissible limit.
,
..
8 8, It is clearlv desirable to deslgn neutI'on I11stallat1Ons
so that the above hourb' rates are not exceeded in nonnally
occupied areas, as it is then i~nl~ossible fOl' ~n~: pel'sonnel
to be exposed beyond the pernllsslble weekly hm1t. In areas
where these values are exceeded, the occupanc~' b~' pel'sonnel or the duty period of the neutron generator mt,Ist. be
l'estI'icted to a void dosage in excess of the penTIlsslble
annual limit. As failure to obsene this restriction would
create a hazard, the rules given below require eel'tain safeguards. A greater potential hazard ~xists if the dutr eycle
of the equipment is such that a dose m excess of the u'rr~"y
permissible limit may be recein~d by a person who remams
at the location for the fulllO-hour work we~k: The rules
below make a distinction between these conchbons.
·8,9. High
rates, apart from inherent dangel', often
of ai,lxietr or
represent a psychological haz,ard
nervousness, and should be aVOlded whenever posslble.
8.10. It may often occur that individuals who are in no
way associated with the operation of the source are ex15
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posed to cletee1:able amounts of radiation. If such locations
are outside thc controlled area and accessible to the public,
it may be difficult or impossible to rE'gulate or accuratel.\'
predict the occupanc.\'. Becau:;e in addition a comparatiwl.\'
large numher of illdiyicluals (including children) might be
exposed, special safeguards must be jJI·o\'idecl.
R.ll. Considering all a yailable e\'ic1ence. no significant
radiation effeds ha\'e been demonstrated in animals or
humans at or below the maximum weekl.\' permissible close
le\'els. By extrapolation fro111 obse1'Yations at much highcr
dose leyels, it seems possible that long-continued irradiation, eyen at permissiblc lewIs, ma~' haye some deleterious
effect. The magnitude of such effects is belicyerl to be less
than that due to man.\' other ph.\'sical and chemical health
hazards to which we are daily exposed. ~eyertheless, efforts
should be made to reduce exposure as mllch belo\\' permissible dose lewIs as practicable.
The 1957 recommcndations of the KCRP (see page 33)
stipulate that "the maximum permissible dose to the
gonads for the population of the Cnited States as a whole
for all sources of radiation, including medical and other
manmade sources, and background, shall not exceed 14
million rems per million of population o\'er the period
from conception up to age 30, and one-third that amount
in each decade thereafter. A yeraging should be done for
the popUlation group in \\"hich cross-breeding may be expected." To achie\'e this goal it is further recommended
that for persons nonoccupationally exposed to radiation in
the em'irons of a radiation source, the maximum permissible accumulated dose shall not exceed one-tenth that for
radiation workers. This is equh'alent to an average per
capita dose of 500 mrems per year. It should be noted that
this lesser figure has been set primaril~' because of genetic
effects rather than thc likelihood of personal injury. Exposure within the limits set for radiation workers is beJie\'ed to be an entireb' acceptable indiYidual risk, but if a
large fraction of the popUlation were exposecl at these levels,
long-term genetic effects might be too great. This is the
reason \\'h;v the limit has been gh'en in terms of a million
indiyiduals; larger doses might be imparted to a fcw indiyiduals who are not radiation \\'orkel's.
In this lIamlbook a limit of 125 1111'ems pel' 3-month
period is recommended for uncontrollerl areas.
Obyiously thc best \yay to attain this objective is to
a\'oid deli wry of such a dose to any part of the arcas in
qucstion regardless of any occupancy fadors, and this
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policy is strongly recommendecl. If more than ! 0 ml'ems
can be recei\'ed in such Ul1controllecl areas durlllg a calendar \yeek, regular checks are required to. insure ~hat
individuals remain there for sutricientl~' lil11ltecl perIOds
of time so that exposure in excess of 125 mrems per 3month period is unlikely. This limit applies equally i~ several
generators contribute ra(liation to the same locabon.
8.12. It is to be noted that permissible exposure figures
may be reyised downward in the future, particularly if the
nurnbel' of persons exposed to racliation should inc~'ea~e
markedlY. Therefore, in the design of neutron protectIOn It
is ach'isable to make proyision for more shielding to be
added in the future. In the case
large pC1"1nanent installations it 111a\' be much more ecollomical to applr sueh
additional protection at the time of original installation, i.e.,
to oYerdesib>"l1 protection deliberately to insure compliance
with possible future limits that may be lower. lIoweYel',
in the absence of definite knowledge no firm recommendations can be made on this point.
9.

Gamma- and X-ray Hazards Arising in the
Operation of !'\eutron Sources

9.1. In practice, the presence of neutrons in the laboratory is almost invariably accompanied by X- and gamma
radiation. Because the relatiye intensity of this component
may vary widely with experimental conrlitions, the hazard
must be 'assessee) directly by thc operator and addcd to the
neutron hazard with an RBE of unity. A brief description
of the mechanism of photon production in \·arious types of
neutron installation is appencled hereto for information of
the reader.
9.2. LOII"- coltage ion (Lcceierators (',00 kec). Although
used to produce neutrons free of gamma rays, such machines are nsuall~' strong sources of X-rays. These are
engendered by electrons released at the walls and target
of the apparatus by ion bombardment and acc:lerat~d .toward the anode and supporting structures. TIllS ra(ha~lOn
may be reduced (but never entirely suppressed)
appl1catiOl; of positive potential to the target assem?~y.
9.3. High-roftage ion acce~ci'atoi's. In addlilon to producing X-rays, these instan~t;ons beco1.11e ~ol1rces of gamma radiation bec:ause of thc lI1creased hkellhoocl of nuclear
exc:itation of the target material and the walls of appl;lr~
tus. The energies of the photon radiation are charactel'lsbc
of the nucleus and may vary from a few hundred kev to
about 20 Mev.
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9.4. (It,n) SOlll'(,()S. The (It,n) reactions are, with a few
exceptions (e.g., Poc,'", Pu""'), also sources of intense
gamma radiation because of concomitant emission in the
radioactiye chain (R~1c:ClJ, Ra C ",::, Th"2" Ac""" etc.).
9,5. Plwtoncutlon sou/'ces. (/,,11) emitters, such as l'adioactiYe SOllrces and betatrons, are particularly hazardous
from this standpoint because the relath'eb' small cross section of th<~ reaction, as comparect to the Compton and pairproduction process, requires implicitly an oYel'\,'helming flux
of photons for the production of a relatiyel~' small number
of neutrons.
9.6, Thamal nClItl'Ofl sources. Such SOUl'ces as nuclear
reactors present the added hazan] of gamma rays, which
almost in\'ariably 1'0110\\' the captm'e of neutrons by nuclei.
cross
for this
,'ary \\'idelr (lon to
10 barn), and the energy
the gamma radiation emitted varies from a fe,\' tenths to about 10 J\Ie\,. Frequently
the product nucleus is radioactiye and emits gamma
tion also.
9.7. In(?/astic smtt(,l'ing. Fast neutrolls, of energy greater
than that of the 100\'est excitation levels of a nucleus, can
lose energy by excitation. This process (of cross section
usually belo\\' 3 barns) results in the emission of gamma
rays characteristic of the disturbed l1udeus. This type of
gamma radiation must be anticipated in all installations
producing fast neutrons.
9.8. Pission SO/(l'('('S.
the fission process-e,"en when
engendered by thermal neutrons-is accompanied b~' gamma rays and by the production of radioactiye fission prodit is reasonable to expect a definite gamma-ray
hazard.
10.

Neutron Detectors

10.1. For practical purposes the processes that l'eyeal
the presence (or pre,"ious presence) of' neutrons ma,' be
classi fled as instantaneous or as dela~'ect processes: In
most cases the phenomenoll that is detected is ionization, or
something that is caused b~' ionization.
10.2. E.t'amplcs at' instantaneolls mdiations and their
detection.
"
a. Fission: Fission recoils may be detected bv their ionizing effect in counters or ion ehanlbers; the attendant release
of gamma radiation ma~' be detectecl by its ionizing effect.
b, Recoil from neutron collision: The recoiling nucleus
may cause detectable ionization.
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c. Inelastic collision: 011 collision, part of the kinetic
energy of' the neutron may be converted to gamma ray
energy.
d. Captme: Capture of a neutron by a nucleus is followed by emission of one or mOl'e gamma rays. Also, the
ne\\' nucleus that is form'ed by capture may be so unstable
as to disintegrate immediately, gi\'l!lg rise to one or more
of
ionizing phenomena.
10.3, Delayed pl'ocesses. The principal delayed processes
are radioactiye disintegrations of fission products and of
nuclei produced by neutron capture.
10.4, If the presence of neutrons has not been
and ])ro\'ision for immediate measurement has therefore
not been made, the delayed process may sometimes be of
usefulness.
10.5. ;..r eutron detectol's utilize the same c1eyices (counters, ionizatioll chambers, photographic emulsions, etc.)
that are used for the detection of other ionizing radiations,
although, as in the case of X-rays, any direct ionizing
effect of the primary radiation is inconsequential.
10.6. Discrimination between ionization due to neutrons
and ionization clue to gamma ra~"s, when both are present,
is not difficult in instruments that are designed solely for
detection (as distinct from flux or dosage measurement).
The burst of ionization that can be produced by a recoiling
or disi,ntegrating nucleus is much greater than any burst
that is likely to be produced in a detector b~" gamma radiation. The latter can be discriminated against by the electrical circuit of an instrument. "ery high sensitiyity can be
in instruments based on these processes, but the
sensiti,"ity usually depends sb'ongly on the energy of the
neutrons, which is usually unknown, Dedces that depend
on the delayed process c-em usually be counted upon to discriminate against e\'el'ything but neutrons, and can be
made quite sensitiye also, but they suffer from the same
dependence on neutron spectrum. In
of this deficiency,
these high-sensiti\'ity detectors are
,"alue in
delimiting large aJ.'eas where the neutron flux is too low to
justify any efforts at quantitaUye measurements.
10.7. One note of \\'al'l1ing: Any instrument that
pends upon the counting of ionization bursts that exceed
some predetermined size must be suspected \"hen it is used
for sun'eying in the yicinity of a pulsed generator. It will
read correetly only if capable of time resolution of the
pulses receh-eel during the acti\"e part of the cycle of the
machine. If these pulses are not resolved, the counting
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rate of the instrument ma~' be independent of
signify only the pulsing rate of the

11.

and

'\leasurement of Neutron Flux

11.1. In the case of monoenergetic neutrons of kno''\n
energy.
flux ma~' be detel'lnimxl j)l'oyiderl the noss
section for the intel'action employed in detection is known
and the number of intemctions occlll'ring in unit time can
measUl'ecl in an absolute manner.
11.2. The flux measmement in neutron beams inyolying
an unknown
distribution can
macle only if the
detedion efficiency
independent of neutl'on
. This
requirement is lllet in certain threshold detectors
the
existence of substantially constant Cl'OSS sectlOn aboye the
threshold, and in the "long eounter" by the adjustment of
absorbing and scattel'ing eharactel'istics of the moderator
surrounding the
element. The complex characteristics of this structure make it virtually impossible to determine the response absolutely and a relatiye calibration
must be performed. On the
hanel, the compal'atiYely
wide range (about 0.1 to 3
in an important energy
intenal makes the long counter an important tool.
11.3. It is to be noted that the permissible flux figures
rather than
giYen in table 2 apply to incident neutron
the combination of incident and reflected neutrons that
exist neal' the body surfaee. The latter figure is higher, and
if pel'sOllllel monitoring is peri'Ol'med on the basis of nux
at the body surface, data in appendix 1 should be applied.
11.1. The characteristics of yarious flux detectors as well
as their calibration are discussed in appendix 2.
12.

Dose 1\leasurement

12.1. Because the permissible limit of exposure to neutrons is related to absorbed close, it is obYiously jJl'cferabJe
to measure this quantity directly, particularly as this can
usually be done with little or no information on neutron
enel'g:\'. Like other aspects of neutron technology, dosimetry
has not been dewlopecl to the point where UniYel'sally applicable methods of meaSlll'ement are a\·ailable. Xeyel'theless, in many instanees dose determinations can be made
more accmatelr by direct rather than by inclil'ect means
(such as flux clete;'minations).
'
12.2. The most direct dose measurement may
pel'
formed utilizing the
theorem. This relates
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the ionization produced in a ca dty with the energy
parted by ionizing radiation to the "walls sUlToHmling the
cayity. III the special case when wall and gas haye
same
may be of ally size (Pl'Oatomic: composition, the
dde(l the radiation field is constant in the
immedi\Yalls haye
sUlTouncling
collecting yolume). If
the same composition as tissue e.g., are made of tissueequiyalcnt plastic), the absorbed
is proportional to the
ionization per unit mass of gas anel the factor of proportionality is Tr, the a,~erage eneqsy expended in the production of an ion pair. This quantity is known within about 2
for all
of interest and
little with
to 3
energy or nature of
ionizing particle.
12.:3. This method has been used i'0l' the determination
of fast neutron doses with the use of ionization chambers
constructed of hydrogenous materials. l~se of tissuc-equiyalent materials (i.e., substances haying the same atomic
composition as tissue) permits dose measmement of neutrons of any energy. The principal practical limitation of
the technique is that such chambers do not discriminate
against other radiations. and consequently the total tissne
dose is measUl'ed in a mixed radiation Held where gamma
radiation is also presc~nt.
l:2A.
haying nonhyclrogenous walls may be
employed in an effort to measure th(~ gamma radiation
selecti,'ely and to obtain the neutron dose by subtraction.
HOWe\'el', if the atomic number of the wall material is lo\\'
to exhibit an approximately ail'- or tissue-equiyalent response at 10'\' photon energies, the chamber also has
a certain neutron response beyond neutron energies of
about 0.5 :\Iey. Theoretical computations indicate that
tween 1 amI 10 1\le,' the response of a chambel'
nonhydl'ogenous walls and filled with CO" should \'ary beh\'een ;) and 2,) percent of that
a tissue-equiyalent chambel'. Because of the wiele variation and the fact that it is an
erratic function of neutron energy, corrections are difficult
to apply. Therefore, in a mixed radiation field the response
of such a chamber may be merely intel'preted as an llpper
limit of gamma contamination. A subb'ac:tin~ measllrement
of neutron dose is consequently inaccurate, particularly
when the relati,'c amount of gamma radiation is large.
Ho\\'e,"er. at low neutron energies a graphite or Teflon
chamber filled with CO. pro\'ides an excellent means of
measurement of contaminating gamma radiation.
12.5. :\Iethods of dosimetr~' haYe been deyeloped in
which an attempt is made to distinguish be1'.,'een electrons
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and heavy particles by employing pl'oportional counters
and discriminating circuits. Instruments of this tn)e, such
as the count-rate dosimeter and the pulse-energ~' integratdosimetel', al'e discussed in appendix J,
As explained in section 5, multiple scattering of
fast neutrons leads to an increase in close if the mass of
tissue exposed is incI'eased. l\Iany neutron dosimeters contain only enough h~'clrogenous material to establish proton
equilibrium, and thus record essentially only the first collision dose. III ordel' to determine tile tissue close of interest
it is necessary to use such deyices in properly designed tissue-equinl.!ent phantoms. FOI' fast and relatiyistic
neutrons, the use of such a phantom may be omitted if the
curyes used in figure 15 (appendix 1) are applied to the
reading obtained with the bare dosimeter. HO\wYer, with
intermediate and thermal neutrons, geometl'ical exposure
conditions are so critical that phantoms are essential.
12.7. Appendix! giYes further information on instruments that may be employed in dose measurement.

III. Radiation Protection in Installation
and Operation of Neutron Sources
13.

Types of Sources

13.1. Radioacth'e sources are of i\n) types, (<<,n) and
(y,n), In an (~,Il) source, the alpha emitter is mixed with
the target material.
13.11. Polonium-210 and plutonium 239 are the most
suitable raclioactiye alpha sources' from the standpoint of
low gaml11a-ra~- actiyity and compactness. Both elements,
howe\'er, are among the most dangerous ones when inor inhaled. Special precautions must be taken to
preyent their escape b~' pl'oyiding durably sealed containers.
13.12. Ra~~';, in equilibrium with its daughters, is another source of
of c01wenient half life, but of
equally
toxicity.
containment is exceptionally impOltant because of the dangers due to its daughter product
Rn. In addition, due to its copious photon emission, it represents a gamma-ray hazard.
13.13. The target materials most commonly used are Li,
Be, and B. These materials in })uwderecl form, intimately
4 Tn tbe polonium SOUfees Po'2W may he vresent as daughter product of ]onglived HaD (Ph~llJ).

;; Be ('on:stitute5 a recently recognized chemical toxicity hazard.
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mixed ,\'ith the alpha emitters, are sealed in metal con·
tainers.
13. U. (y,11) sourc(~s are usually called photoneutl'ol1
sources. They consist of sealed containers enclosing emitters
of gamma rays of energy high enough to detach neutl'OllS
f]'Om target nuclei. The latter, lIsually deuterium or b(!ryllimn, are placed in spheres or cylinders which surround the
gamma emitter. Photoneutron sou],ces haye been used
mostly to generate moderate fluxes of neutrons of fairly
homogeneous
below 1 l\Iey.
13.2. Constant-I'oltaue acce1emtors, as used in the production of neutl'ollS, are usually either Yan de Graaff or
Cockroft-Walton machines. They are essentially the same
as those used for the production of X-l'a~-s, except that the
polarity of the high-voltage electrode is reYersecl, and this
electrode is provided ,,,ith a positin~ ion source instead of
a negatiYe electron source. In tile Yan de Gl'aaff generator
the charge is
to the high-voltage electrode mechanicallY Iw means of a belt; in the Cockroft-\Yalton it is
cOl1\'e,:ecl 'by a cascaded sequence of voltage-doubling circuits, ' each' comprising a condenser and a rectifier. Most
Van de
generators operate below \'Oltages of 5 Mev;
Cock]'oft-\Yalton generators below about 1 l\Iev.
13.3. Hiuh-fl'equenc!f accelerators include the cyclotron,
synchrocyc:lot]'Oll, betatron, s~'nchrotl'on, mic]'otron, and
lineal' resonance accelerator.
13.31. The cyclotron, or magnetic resonance accelerator,
is a
for accelerating light ions. The ions are kept in
a spiral orbit by a constant magnetic: field and are given
successi\'e accelemtioll when they tra\'el'se the gap between
the dee-shaped electrodes. The operation is usually continuous in the sense that a beam is produced in each cycle.
Light ions, particularly H', H'-, and He4++, are accelerated
up to 15 Me\' per nucleon.
13.32. The synchrocyclotron is a cyclotron modified to
allow for the relativistic increase in the mass of the accelerated particles in higher energy ranges. In the frequencymodlilated c~'clotl'on the particles are accelerated in pulses
of about 1 microsecond duration and the oscillator frequency is modulated. Particle energies mnge from 15 to
several hundred 1\le\' per nucleon. Usual particles accelerated are: Hl, HZ, and He 4 •
13.33. The betatron is a circular electron accelerator
that has been used to accelerate electrons to energies up
to 100 ::\i;:y or more. Electrons are injected in a pulse about
1 microsecond in duration. A !'tel' injection, the electrons are
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continuously accelerated and held in a circular path by a
changing nlagneti<: field.
13.34. The synchrotron operates on the same fumlamental principles as the fn:qucllcy -l1lOtllllnted cyclotron.
The frequencr of the oscillatOl' is matched ,Yith the ,f]'equellc~' of cycling' charged partic:Ies being accelerated III a
dosed path. "-hen the "~'llChl'Ot]'on is used to accelerate
protons, both the oscillator fl'equency and the magnetic
fIeld are \'aried to allow for the large relati,'istic mass
change. Particles to be acceleratE.·d an: injected into the
machine from a smaller accelerator, such as a Yan de
Graaff accelerator for protons. For electrons when the
final yelocitr is neal' to the Yelocit~, of light, it becomes impl'acticable to change the oscillator fl'equencr. The frequency is kept fixed and the magnetic field is \'al'iecl,
13.35. The micl'otron is a Yal'iatiol1 of the dedI'oJ] s~'n
chrotron in \i'hich the magnetic: field is held constant and
the orbit radius is allo\i-ecl to
with increasing
electron energy.
13,36. In a linear resonance accelerator the particles
tra\'el in a straight path and are accelerated by the electric
iJeld of an electromagnetic \\'aw which tnn'els clown the
accelerating tube. An ad\'antage of the lineal' resonance
accelerator Oyel' circular-orbit accelerators is the ease of
bringing the beam into field-free space,
13.37. Although the primary hazard from high-energy
electron accelerators is usually X-ra~'s, the neutn))1 dose
ma~' be comparable to or greater than the X-ra~' close outside shielding material of high atomic number, such as
lead, which is used to attenuate the X-rays. The chief
sources of neutrons are the machine itself. and the point
\"heI'e the beam strikes the wall.
In designing a shield for an electron accelerator, both
neutron hazards must be considered.
the X-my and
The neutron hazard may be neglected in comparison to the
X-ray hazard for accelerators that operate only belm\' 10
Mev, because the thl'esholrls for the neutron-producing l'eactions are at about this energy, For quantitati\'e information on neutron production and shield design at higheI'
energies, see appendix 7. Detailed discussion of the shielding problems arising ill the operation of electron accelerators is gi\'en in Handbook 55 of this series.
13.4, Reacto/'.''i. K eutron production in I'eaetors occurs as
a result of the fission process, which is maintained at a
high mte by means of a carefully controlled chain reaction.
The usual operating mode is one in which the reactor is
I
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critical, in \\'hich case the number of fissions occurring is
substantialh' constant in time, This is achie\'ed by a definite
arl'angemelit of fuel elements (ul'anium or plutonium) and
adjustment of neutron abs()1'bers (control rods).
14.

;\iclItron Production

] ,1.1. X eutrons are produced in accelerators by the illteraction of high-speed l1udeaI' particles (usually positiYely
charged) and target nuclei. Depending <:n the natUl'c. of
the reaction il1Yol\-ecl, there may he ('YOlutlOll or absorptIOll
of cllerg~-. The Het gain or loss of energy is usually denoted by the symbol Q, Q is defmed by
(:3)
r

where m are the masses 0 f the interacting particles, m
the masses of the l'esultant particles, and (' the speed
light. A list of important re~ctions used in ,ncut,roll p'l'oduction as well as cOlTeSponcilllg () \'alues IS gl\-en m appendix 3.
."
,
1-L:2. The
jJj'()C{,SS. Glyen sufficlent eXCItatIOn energy, certain hem'y nudei are prone to cli\~ide into two or
more large pieces. This energy can be obtamecl by a?sorpbon of a gamma ray, but is attained more commonly ~olIow
ing productioll of a fissiona,?le. isotope by ~bsorptIOn of
a neutroll. In this case, the bmc1mg energy of the neutron
constitutes the excitation energy to induce fission. The
most llotable example of this process is the absorption of
a slo\\' neutron by lV·-' to produce lP'" in a, highl): e,xcited
state whic:h immediately fissions. At the tIme of fiSSIOn,
neutrons, gamma rays, and occasionally a high-speed proton are giyen off, in addition to the two (and sometimes
more) large fIssion fragments., The neutrolls are, on th~
a\'el'age, 21/~ in number and of mean ene~'gr of about 2.0
i\!e\'. The total gamma-ray energy pel' fiSSIOn has an a\-e1'age \'alue of about 7.5 Mev.
I

15.

Other Radiation Hazards Associated with
I\'clltron Production

15,1. In section 9, a brief description of the various
types of reactions leading to associated gamma.-ra,Y hazards
has been given, Protec:iion against phot~n rachatlOn ,I?er se
is discussed in two pUblications of the N eRP. Speclilcally,
Handbook 60, X-ray Protection, and Handbook 55, P1'otec25
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tiQl1 Against Bet:'ttl'ol1-Srnchl'otl'on Radiation Up to 100
Million Elec:tron Yolts, should be consulted as
to
protec:ti\'e measures.
10.2. Raclioacth-e photoneutron sources represent, from
the protection standpoint, gamma-ray hautrds exclusiYely.
Thns, a l\a"4-D"0 source deliyers a neutron dose rate
the order of only 10-G times the gamma-ray dose rate at
the same distance. In most cases the gamma close to be
expected from a 1-curie SOUl'ce at 1 meter yaries within
narrow ranges, i.e., 0.1 to 2.0 l'ads Ihou!'.
15.3. As mentioned, the transmutations produced by
neutrons in the yicinity of sources lead to two modes of
gamma-ray emission. One is capture racli~tion tha.t is emitted simultaneously \yith neutron absol'ptlon. A hst of the
gamma-ray energies emitted in capture is giyen in appendix 4.
15.4. In addition. nuclei 11rocluced as a result of capture
are often l'aclioacth-e, and
accelerators of high
energy and particle ft.ux-such as cyclo~rons-repr~s~llt
producers of l'adionuclide sources of consIderable actIVIty
and significant half liws. Any part of the accelerator or
its surroundings is potentially a source of beta and lor
gamma radiation, which n,1Us~ be eyalua~e~l by competent
beta- and gamma-ray momtormg. In addItIon, the all' and
loose
in the room can be actiyatecl sufficiently to require delay in entering the I.'oom. The responsible, offic~r
::ltould in either case be gUIded by recommendatIOns 111
Handbook 42 Safe Handling of Radioactive Isotopes) and
in Handbook
(1IaximumPermissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the Human Body) concerning the oyer-all operation
these machines.
16.

Radiation Protection Considerations in the Design of
Neutron Sources

16.1. Because of the diYel'sity of source types and reactions it is impossible to fUl'llish detailed instructions on
the safe design of all types of neutron sources. The following recommendations are clesig11ed to CO\'Cl' the majority
of conditions likely to be encountered in practice and to
sen-e as a general guide fo1' the remaining situations,
Keutron sources may be classed into essentiall~' four
groups of increasing output. As the protection problems
in\'01\w1 are somewhat different, these types will be discussed separately.

16.2. Radioactive sources.
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16.21. As mentioned abone' , these can be classed into
n) and (,~,n) sources. For (y,11) sources. gamma radia, " is usually the pl'imary hazanl and prot.ectlOll s1lOU11(, 1,)0
lion
clesig11ed according to recommendations contailled in other
handbooks in this series. This is also true for
sources
where alpha particles are actually employed as bombarding
particles. Howeyer, when the gamma radiation from a
Ra-Be source is redur:ed b~' massiw shielding, partiCUlarly
lead which absorbs \'I~l'Y few neutrons, the Ileutroll hazal'Cl
ma\' become al1pl'ceiable and should not be oyerlooke(1.
i6.22. For the other (",n) sources (Po-Be, Po-B, Pu-Be,
etc.), the neutron hazard is u:mally the primary one.
SOllrces exceei!ing dose rates of 30 mrems/ hI' at the surface
shall be stored in labeled containers (see Rules below).
Usually paraffin in considerable thickness is employed for
SOlll'ces exceeding 100 IIC (see a ppenciix 5). The paraffin
should be encased to facilitate handling.
t6.23. Sources employed in routine use must ~e seale~l
hermetically because
serious problems of chemIcal tOXIcib'. Recommendations on the
of sealed sources
ar~ giyen in Handbook 5/1 of this
16.3. Constant- coltage (l('celcmtols.
HUn. This group comprises Yan cte Gl'aaff gemTators,
Cockel'Gft- Waltoll generators, and similar installations that
bn;l\-e accelerating voltages up to 5 NIev and beam po\\'<:;l'
up to about 100 \"atts. "Machines of this type represent the
most diffieult problem in radiation protection because of
the yarietr of possible reactions involved. :\Iany of these
ma~' produce but a slight hazard, but others (such as
II" ( d,n) He") make the installation a clangel:ous source of
neutrons. There is often a frequent change from one t~'pe
of reaction to another, and the schedule of operations may
intermittent or
16.32. It is beyond doubt safest and ~implest to
the pl'otcetion al';Jlmd such mac-hilles, so that t~le ~lose
of 21/2 mrems ilil' is not
outSIde the shleldmg d1el1
the machine is run at maximum neutron output (usually
H" (d,ll) He 4). The shiel~ling required is o~' the ?rder of a
fe\\' feet of concrete, \Y]llch adds comparatlYely -lIttle to the
cost of a special, building designed to house the. machine.
Snch a structure is highly desirable because experIence
cates that efforts to fit such generators into existing StJ'l: etures result in cluttered al'l'angemellts that tend to !)e
incol1Yenient for purposes of I'esem'ch. anr1 unsafe ra\lwloo'ically as well as otherwise (electrical and mechamcal
h;zarcls) .
(.y
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16.33. On the other hand, it is realized that at many
of these installations the proyision of desirable shielding
is structmally impossible or othen"ise nr~o difficult, particulal"l~o "ohen it becomes necessary to fit them into existing
buildings. Consequently the dose rate of 21/~ mrems Ihl"
might be exceeded at accessible locations, perhaps even at
the opel'ator's console. At present it does not seem "oarranted to categoricall~o declare this ]wactice unacceptable,
but it cel·tainly is not recommended. Fmthermore, at installations whel'e this condition exists it becomes mandaton'
that constant checks be pedol"lned, that opel'ations b'e
limited to insme that not mOl'e than the maximum permissible weekly dose is l'eceived by any personnel, and that
opel'ations be suspended if this "oould occm otherwise.
16.3-1. Location of the target below the grouild le,oel is
usually preferable. Some experimentel's prefel' low-scatter
flooring and building "oalls made of thin sheets or grids.
Dil'ecting the beam away from occupied areas, and particularly the operator's console, often results in some shielding
economy. Access to the l'egion around the target should also
be from other than the beam direction.
16.35. Because the ion beam produced by these machines
can be "piped" oyer considerable distances with compara
tiwb' little effort. it is quite practicable to bring it into a
shielded enclosUl'e containing the target. Howeyer, such an
enclosUl'e should pel'mit sufficient space for any experimentation that can be foreseen. In addition, effort should
be made to shield any other structures that could intercept
the beam.
16.36. In the design of these generators it should be kept
in mind that secondary electrons are likely to produce
X-I'ays and that modifications in basic design might lessen
the pI'otection requirements for this radiation.
16.-1. HiUh-il'c(llIen('Y accclerators.
16.-H. In yirtualho all of these machines massiye shielding is mandatol'~" alld fe"o ne"o installations can be planned
that do not require a special building designed for the
pmpose. Because of structural considerations, there is a
tendency to keep shielding of the space immediately abow
the machines at a minimum. As a result, a large fraction
of the neutrons obsened outside the shield may Ol'iginall~'
haye escaped through the top and then been scattered
dO"11wanl by other stl'Uctmes or the air above. Most
Cil'culal' acce"ierators require shielding of the entire machine. The shielded enclosme should permit sufficient room
for expel'imentation, particularly in the beam direction.
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It is highly desirable to proyide space for additional shielding that may become necessary in case methods are found
(as has been the case in the past) to boost the radiation
output.
16.-12. X 0 installation should be designed in which the
dose rate of 21/~ mrems hI' is exceeded outside the shielding under conditions that can be foreseen. This is particulal"ly neceSSal'~O because additional expos me ma~o be incuned
dming periods when the beam is off, as personnel, when
working inside the enclosme, al'e likebo to be exposed to
gamma and beta radiation arising from induced activity.
16.-13. Installations that are subtenanean or built into
a hillside are likely to l'esult in appreciable economy because
adyantage may be taken of the shielding effects of soil.
16.H. Access to the shielded enclosme ma~o be provided
through either a maze 01' mO\oable (usually po\\"er driven)
shielding blocks. The latter design requires less space and
is likely to be more economical.
16.-15. Nuclear reactors: Because of the complexity of
reactor design and the great variety of reactor types in
existence, it appears impl'actical to provide any definite
recommendations. Protection design should be based on
pertinent expel'iences gained "oith existing types.
17.

Stationary Shields

17.1. The shielding of neutron sources is at present not
as well undel'stood as that of gamma somces. Consequentb'
the information on shield thicknesses is less exact, and
shieIds should in general be more overdesignecl. The formulas giwn below will include adequate safety factors
for general use. It is a fact of practical importance
that adequate shielding against neutrons will in general suppress gamma radiation to permissible levels at
both reactors and accelerators. \Vatel' and other hydrogenous shields constitute an important exception to this
rule. In the use of radioactive somces, and in particular
photoneuh'o~ somces, gamma shielding is a separate and
often more important pl'oblem.
17.2. In the design of buildings planned to contain neutron generators, shielding should be the first item considered because of both size and weight.
17.3. Ol'dinar~o or heayy aggregate concrete 01' earth are
the recommended materials in most installations. Any
econom~o by the use of water-filled tanks is likeb' to be offset
by maintenance difficulties. In addition, eYapol"ation rep-
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resents a seriOllS hazard, although it may be retarded b,"
the addition of oil.
. .
17.4. Paraffin or oil is a fire hazard, and
should
be used in large stationary shields.
17.5. l\Iethods of shielding calculations are outlined in
appendix 5.
18.

.\Iovable Shields

18.1. It is often necessary to operate with temporary
shielding, in \yhich the shield is not cast into place but
rather is built up of separate blocks. As all such installations are subject to flaws or cracks which are left in the
assembly, a detailed survey should be made prior to routine
operation of the source. In general it is found that a carefully laid unmortared concrete block shield is nine-tenths
as efTecti\'e as a monolithic poured structure. Lead bricks
laid ,yith care show similarly reduced attenuation. All
yertical cracks should be staggered to reduce leakage. Grayis usually sufficient to keep horizontal cracks closed.
19.

Unusual Hazards

19.1. Even though shields may be satisfactory when installed, they may deteriorate, either suddenly or gradually,
so that it is necessary to monitor the radiation outside
routinely. Examples of such deteriorations are the loss of
water from a shield tank or from a hydrogenous shield
material, the dewlopment of cracks in concrete due to
~ettling, or the .loss of hydl~ogen due to radiation damage
m paraffin or 011. Reactors m water pools should be equipped with proper monitor systems to warn of lowered water
level.
20.

Procedures to be Implemented
in Case of Overexposure

20.1. According to principles discussed at length in
Handbook 59 of this series, the tolerance status of an
individual is altered if, once in his lifetime and within a
of 1 month or less, he is exposed to absorbed
exceeding 25 rems to the whole body or a major part thereof. For the purposes of this Handbook, one-half of this
dose (12.5 rems) represents the limit abo\"e which
ures shall become a problem that must be referred
joint consideration ancl appraisal, to recognized o",',n1'+<
in medical radiology, radiobiology, and radiological physics.
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20.2. Although the clinical management of such an indiyidual is obyiously the proyince of the physician, its form
and course, as well as the indiyidual's tolerance status, will
be influenced by the magnitude of the dose
Hence,
eYery effort should be made to eyaluate it as accurately
and as soon as possible.
20.3. The extent of this efTort will in turn r.",,,n,',,"
aYailability of suitable personnel-monitoring
body of the person inyoh·ed. On
of the
information on the subject, and the 111"1nv.'o"'torl
accidental exposures, no hard and fast rules can be
as
to the experimental approach.
20.4. Ideally, a suitable personnel-monitoring dey ice is
an apparatus of ample dosimetric range capable of
ing separately doses of gamma rays and of neutrons. Nuclear track emulsions, specially packed, tissue-equh"alent
and graphite-ionization chamber pairs, and other dosimeters
that fulfill these requirements to a great
are
described in appendix 4. If aYailable, the readings given by
these instruments can be interpreted directly in the evaluation of body doses, once the influence of shielding by the
operator's body and the spatial characteristics of the radiation field are independently established. The unique merits
of a true dosimeter are readilv appreciated whenever the
acute exposure is the cOnseqllel1Ce of sudden damaging
overload of the neutron generator, leading to delay or to
ph~'sical inability to undertake dosimetric studies under
operating conditions duplicating those preYailing at the
time of the accident..
20.5. \Vheneyer true personnel dosimeters are, for any
reason, unavailable, other integrating personnel detector
readings can be used to adyantage.
Dosimetric evaluation is then best done with proper dosimeters in the presence of radiations that are as
identical as possible to those emitted during the a""clUC:l1
and bv relying on personllel cletectors as integrating monitors. Because the spectral characteristics of a neutron
erator may be critically dependwt upon ion
".,'''T''C01L
lar attention must be paid to duplicating this
this as well as in the previous case, the influence of
operator's body on the instrumental readings can be
established with the use of experimental mock-Ups simulating in size and composition the person's body.
20.6. \Vhenever personnel monitor readings are
able, dosimetric evaluations become much more difficult
to obtain and approach the complexity of a
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lem. The presence of area monitors, located in the radiation field, may be of substantial aid in establishing experimental conditions releyant to a dosimetric study, i.e.,
conditions of exposure bearing quantitatiyely known relation to those of the accident. Readings from area gammaray monitors should be sought and recorded because they
may serve in some instances as integrator detectors.
20.7. Tools, apparatus, and other objects containing
chemical elements such as Sn, Sb, Mn, Cu, AI, Cd, Hg, Ni,
Au, Fe, may selTe as neutron monitors if their induced
radioactivity can be measured at known and preferably
short times after the exposure. The movement of exposed
individuals, however, must be established as accurately as
possible, and pertinent questioning of personnel and "witnesses should be undertaken promptly and testimony recorded with the least reliance on memory. Similarly, the
radioactivity induced in any of the objects worn may
sen-e the purposes of a neutron integrating detector, once
the itinerary of the objects in the radiation field and its
location on the person's body is established. Gold jewelry
is particularly suited for this purpose; hence radioactivity
in rings, wrist\'-atch cases, bracelets, earrings, medals, etc.,
should be im-estigated. To a lesser extent, money (Cu, Ni,
Ag) and other base metals likely to be on the person (in
the fOlin of identification badges, fountain pens, pencils,
belt buckles, garters, costume jewelry, etc.) may serve the
same purpose.
20.S. Because most of the radioactivities induced in these
elements are short-lived and the result of small cross sections, speed and sensitivity of measurement are likely to
prove critical in estimates of this sort. Very important also
to ultimate interpretation is the critical analysis of the
actiyities present, hence radiometric and spectrometric
analysis of the samples are highly desirable.
20.9. The specific activity of Na:~!-and to a lesser extent
of p32_in the blood serum and urine of the exposed
individuals has been utilized for this purpose. The specific
activity of the former should be e\'aluated by external
gamma-ray measurements. This "will require considerable
eliminate anr uncertainty
accuracy and sensihdty, but
as to the rapidity of exchange with the other Na deposits.
In procedures of this type care should be taken to remove
contamination that rna)' be present on the skin, hair, nails,
and clothing of the indiyidual.
20.10. It should be realized that most of the induced
radioactivities thus far mentioned are caused in over-
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whelming measure by thermal neutrons and, therefore, they
can be genel'ated in part also by fast neutrons moderated
by the body. A better indication of the fast ~~utron fl~!~
can be obtained from the threshol~ reaction P (~,p) ~I •
This element is readily ayailable m matches and m urme.

IV.

Rules for Protection against
Neutron Radiation

Scope of rules. The rules set forth below al:e considered
essential for the ayoidance of hazards attendn!-g .exposure
to neutron radiation. They apply to other mel.latlOns only
insofar as they might occur SImultaneously WIth neutroI.1s
and add to the exposures incurred. Oth~r han~books m
this series deal more explicitly with protectlOll agaIllst other
ionizing radiations. The pre~ent rule.s are. not concerne(~
\vith any electrical, mechan:cal, t~xlc<?logJeal, and. othel.
nonradiation hazards that mIght arIse III t~le .operation of
neutron sources, except as they affect· raclIatlOn safet~'.
A further restriction applies to the case . react~)l·s. The
rules set forth below extend only to protectlOn durmg n~:)l'
mal operatiol1 at power le\'els ar.lticipa~ed. The preventJO!l
of abnormal conditions that entaIl pa!'tIcularly se\'ere rad.I'
atiol1 hazards is a complex technologJeal problem that \"111
not be discussed here.
,
Finally for obvious reasons, no specific recommendatlon.s
can be m~de regarding protection in the
of claSSified assemblies emitting neutrons.
21.

Maximum Permissible Dose

21.1. For a radiation worker of age lV, the. accumulated
RBE dose shall not exceed 5 (N-18) rems III the blooc\forming organs, the lens of the eye, and the gonads. In the
skin it shall not exceed 10 (lV-18) rems.
.
21.2. The weekly RBE dose incurred by a. radiatIon
worker shall not exceed 300 mrems. In e.xeeptIonal cases
where it is necessary for a person to receIve larg~r doses,
the unit of time may be extended ~o 13 :Yeeks, pronded that
the dose accumulated during thIS penod does not exceed
f h . .
3 rems.
21.3. If detailed information on the nature 0 t e IOIllZing radiations is not available, the RBE shall be assumed
to be 10.
.
21.:1. If the portion of the tissue dose ~ontl'lbuted by
the various radiations is known, each dose 1Il ml'ads shall
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be multiplieo b~' the appropriate RBE to obtain the oose
in n11'ems. The RBE of electrons (whether primary or
produced b~' electromagnetic raoiation) shall be taken as
~.O. The. RBE ~f neutrons shall be taken as 10, except that,
If the (~lstl'lbutlOn of neutron energies is knm\'ll, the RBE
values III table 2 ma~' be applieo.
21.5. An~' person while occupying regions outside the
controlled area shall not incur a dose of more than 125
mrems in a 3-month period. If such regions contain a residence or regu,Iar place of "'ork, the dose rate in any building
located therem shall be less than 125 mrems in a 3-month
perioo. It is recommended that eYen in the absence of such
buildings the dose rate should be less than 125 mrems in
a 3-month period. If it is more, it shall be the duty of the
radiation protection officer to assure himself that "there is
no likeli.hood t~at any ~erson while remaining in these
areas \\'111 recelYe doses III excess of 125 mrems in a 3month period.
21.6. In p,rcpptional cases "'here operations of the source
would be virtuall~' impossible otherwise, the permissible
dose received ?utside the installation may be averageo over
1 year, wonded the dose received in the period of 1
calendar "'eek does not exceed 300 mrems.
22.

i i

Hadiation Protection Officer

22.1. Personnel responsible for work with neutron
sources shall also be responsible for radiation safety. If a
neutron source is capable of delivering more than 300
mrems pel' work "'eek due to all ionizing radiations emitted
in. acces~ibl~ regions !ns.ide or outs.ide of any externally appiled shieldlllg, a radIatIOn protectIOn officer shall be designated by the management concerned. His responsibilities
shall include:
a. ~u1'llishing of ~echnical assistance in the planning and
executmg of "'ork ll1sofar as radiation safety considerations al'e involwd.
'
b. Appraisal of operation of the source with l'egard to
the radiation safet~' nJles set forth below.
c. X otitkation to pel'sonnel \\'Ol'king near the source of
any special hazards that may exist.
d. A ,,'areness of exposure of such personnel fl'om additional sources of ionizing 1'3 c1iation.
e. Reporting of radiation hazards or unsafe practices to
the proper authorities for suitable action '\vhenever necessary.
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The radiation protection officer should be familiar with
the contents of this Handbook, and shall haw sufficient
training and experience to, understand anel apply pertinent
provisions. A l1ser of the source 01' a person employed in
other capacities ma~' qualify as radiation protection officer.
A radiation protection officel' may delegate duties but not
responsibility. He shall be guided by advice from qualified
experts if necessar~'.
22.2. The radiation protection officer shall be informed
of any changes in the mode of operation of the source if
these affect the radiation hazard.
22.3. The raoiation protection officer should keep records
of pers01111el exposure and area dose levels.
23.

Radioactive Sources

23.1. Neutron sources containing materials that constitute a potential hazard of inhalation and /01' ingestion
due to their radiological toxicity shall be sealed securel~'
or handled under conditions that otherwise eliminate the
hazards involved.
23.2. A neutron source having a surface dose exceeding
10 mrems per calendar week, due to all ionizing radiations
emitted, shall be marked "'ith a label or stored in a labeled
container. The label shall contain information on the nature
and intensity of the source.
23.3. Any neutron source haying a surface dose of more
than 200 mremshr shall be normally stored in a labeleo
container conforming \vith 23.4.
.
23.4. \\-hen the source is in a storage container, less than
200 mrems hI' shall be delivered at container surface and
less than 10 mrems Ihr at 1 meter from the container."
These requil'ements need not be fulfilled if the regions
around the source are marked as oescribed in 23.5 and 23.6.
23.5. \\'hen such a SOUl'ce is l'emowd from its storage
container, any accessible location in which more than 7.5
mrems hI' are delivered shall be segregated by a clearly
markeo barrier or means equally effecti\"e in impeding
unintentional access.
23.6. \Vhen the source is removed from a storage container, any accessible location in which more than 2.5
mrems hI' al'e oeliverec1 shall be clearly marked \vith signs
that indicate the hazard.
\) These fh!ure~ have been cho:;en sc~ that containers may be used for purpo"es
of SQUTee shipment in accordance with ICC regulations.
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24.

Accelerators

2.,1,.1. If dose rates in excess of 2.G ml'ems/hr may be
intUITed in accessible regions outside the shielding, or in
the absence of shielding at any
location,
that indicate
shall be clearly marked \yith
the hazard.
2·1.2. Any accessible region inside or outside shielding
\\'here a dose rate in excess of 7.5 mremsihr exists shall
be segregated by marked barriers that ilnpede unintentional access. Such areas shall be pro\'ided with clear yisual
indication whether the accelerator is on.
2-1.3. If the installation is prodded with a shield segregating accessible locations, and if a
rate in excess
of 7) mrell1S hI' can be receh-ed insi(le the shield, additional
proyisions shall be made fol' audible indication that ma"
be either intermittent 01' continuolls, lasting for at least
a 10-second period prior to tnl'lling on the beam.
S.,1,"!. If exit from the shield cannot be effected without
motion of doors 01' other similar impediments, proyisions
shall be made that:
a. Such dOOl'S are intel'1ocked \\-ith the accelerator controls in such a way that neutron production is impossible
with the door open.
b. The (1001'S can be
from the
of the
enclosure.
. ~. At least one clearl~- marked crash button is proyided
lllSlde the enclosure to suspend accelerator operation in
such a war as to make neutron production impossible. It
shall be possible to readily reach one such button from
any point inside the enclosure within 5 seconds of onset
of the audible warning signal.
dose rates in excess of
24.5. At any installation
100 mrems pel' work week may be recei \'ed outside the
shielding, it shall be the duty of the radiation protection
officer to insure that a constant check is made that persons
do not receiYe closes in excess of the permissible le\"els
sections 21.1. 21.2). "Persons" includes operators, experimenters, yisitors. and incli\'ic1uals employed in maintenance
OF other duties not direct)y associated with machine operashall Il1clude a daily assessment of the
tion. Such
operations of the accelemtor.
'
25.

Reactors

25.1. On starting up a reactor for the first time the
efficiencr of the shielding shall be checked minutely. EYel'Y
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accessible region should be sUlTeyed for radiation, and
appropriate adjustments should be made in the shielding.
25.2. Because it is possible for radiation leaks to de\"elop.
surveys should be made at least allnualh- and wheneyer
changes ha\'e been made in the shield or' its perforations.
25.3. Because on startup of a reactor radiation levels in
crease strongly, an audible \yarning system shall be installed to insure that all personnel in the dcinity of the
reaetor are made aware that startup is planned. Personnel
must be able to communicate with the reactor operator within a period of time that is less than the wa)'))ing period.
25.4. ]11 the dcinity of the reactor, continuous \"isual
indication shall be provided to inform personnel whether
reactor is in operation.
25.5. Rigid procedures shall gowrn the changes of
shielding. These shal! include consultation with the radiation protection officer.
25.6. Upon ,first remoyal
a shielding block, or first
testing of a beam trap placed behind a moyable shutter,
monitoring shall be performed to assess the existing radiation hazard.
25.7. If dose rates in excess of 2.5 mrems/hr can be
incurred in accessible locations, such regions shall be
clearly marked with signs that indieate the hazard.
25.8. Any accessible
where a dose in excess of
7.5 mrems Ihl' exists shall
segregated by marked barriers
that impede unintentional access.
25.9. Because in the eyent of an accident it may be
necessary to quickl~' e\"acuate the building, and probably
also the area outside. a plan shall be de\"ised fo)' this
e\"acuation. Responsible persons shall be designated and
a\"ailable at all times fOl' its execution. All personnel normally in the em'irons shall be made aware of the plan.
26.

Surveys at Accelerators and Heactors

26.1. During tune-up and initial operations, SUl'yeys
of both the gamma- and neutron-radiation dose rate at
accessible locations outside the shielding shall be performed
as soon as radiation intensities in excess of 2.5 mremsihr
are likely to be produced.
.
26.2. Prior to routine operation, e\'eIT accelerator or reactor shall be sUlTeyed. Such sun'eys shall be repeated
whenever operating conditions are changed in such a
way that the neutron or gamma hazard may change. In the
absence of any
changes, surveys shall be made at
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least once a year. In installations "'here liquid shields are
employed, a SUITer shall be performed at least once eyelT
6 months.
Z(i.:3. At installations \\'here liquid ;shields are empJ(:y e0·
special precautions shall be taken to ll1sure that the hqllld
is maintained at the desired Jeye1.
26..1. \\'hen personnel are exposed to dose rates in excesS of ;30 mrems· hr, continuous ])ersonal monitoring shall
be performed unless reliable estimates of the dose receiyed
can be obtained by other means.
27.

Health

27.1.
to beginning of employment, each person
working more than occasionally in areas where signii1ca~t
neutron doses may be receh'ed shall hm'e a medical examInation. It shoulc( be recognized that the examination is
directed toward detennining
normal 01' presumed "pyeirradiation" condition of the ,Yorker, and toward takmg
especial precautions if any abnormalities
that, mi~ht
later be confused with radiation damage. The exammatlOn
shall include a complete blood count, with det~rmi~ation of
ervthroc\·te leukocyte anel platelet leyels, ciottmg time, anel
differential' ,Y,B.C', An
examination shall inciucle a
determination of \'ision
anel \yithout glasses, dilation
of pupils anel examination (?f the leI~ses, "'ith the slit lamp
(corneal microscope). Routme ex~mmatlOns as. abo:'e shall
be done once a year, unless more frequent exammabons are
indicated by readings of monitoring instrument:;;.
2R.

Overexposure

28.1. Any exposure in excess of the permissible limit
shan l'eceiw the immediate attention of the radiation protection officer and the management. Correctiw measures
shall be instituted to pre\'ent reoccurrence and steps shall
be taken to reduce indiyiduals' ayerage exposure.
28.2. An indiyidual who has been exposed to more than
12.5 rems of ionizing radiations in a period of less than 1
month shall be deemed to haye suffered an overexposure
sufficiently gra,'e to require execution of the steps set forth
in 28.3.
28.3. Considerable effort shall be made to determine the
dose l'ecei\'ec1, the portion of the body exposed, and the
character of the radiation. The
l'epresentath'e of the
institution shall be notified of the amount of exposure, the

extent of the present injury. and the probable outcome, A
competent panel, including a physician familial' with radiation risk and injury, a physicist, the l'adiation pl'Otection
officer, anel a responsible administrator, shall re\'iew the
medical findings and decide on the addsability of l'enewed
examinations. Ther shall in\'estigate the reasons for the
o,'erexposul'(: and undertake all reasonable efforts to prevent repetition of owrexposures.

Appendix 1.

Depth Dose

Experimental data on the neutron depth doses resulting
from exposure to monoenergetic neutrons are not availahle.
Ho\yeyer. results ha\'e been reported from Po-Be and Po-B
sources. In these two instances, the neut1'On dose I at a
depth X, in terms of the clORe In at the surface of a
phantom situated at a distance D from the source, can be
expressed as
(4)

where band L are pm'ameters characteristic of the source
and the size of the tissue equi\'aJent phantom, as follows:
=---C===~===~CT'''

Source

--..- ..

-~--

L

b

References fl

ern

Po-B .... _....... _.....
Po·-B
Po-Be

1.20
l.GG
1.33

L1oe"ere •• eeo: (l) W. A, MiIlA and G, S.

(21

Ban

nn~l

G. S.

Hi1I'~t,

Nm.'leonic!'l

(1 )

10
7,5
11,33

Nucleonics
,-1:-) (AuL';u:-.t

(2)
(1)
17 (April 1954) ;
! I.

Theoretical depth dose cunes ha\'e been computed by
Snyder for a Yal'iety of neutron energies. The CUl'\'es sho\\'n
in fIgures 2 to 14 apply to an infinite slab of tissue-equiyalent material 30 cm thick, irradiated by a broad
of
monoenergetic neutrons with 1 neutron/cm~ entel'ing normal to one face of the slab.
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These cun'es were obtained by computing neutron histories in an unbiased manner and ayeraging the absorbed
dose deliyered from a sample of such histories, The minimum sample size for a giyen neutron ener~- ,,-as 4,000
such histories. In computing these histories, tissue was
considered to consist of hydrogen and one heayier element.
The percentage by weight of this heayier element was
taken as the sum of the percentage weights of all body
constituents other than hydrogen, and the cross section for
this element was a composite of the cross section of these
elements. All scattering was considered to be isotropic in
the center of mass sYStem of coordinates and the only reactions considel'ed were elastic scattering, the (n,p) l."eaction with nitrogen, and the (n,",!) reaction with h~-drogen.
The ener~' of the recoil atoms and of the protons produced
by the (n,p) reaction was considered as absorbed at the
site and the absorbed ener~' was tabulated and averaged
over each centimeter of depth to obtain the dose curves.
Handbook 59 of this series has prescribed the RBE
as a function of specific ionization. The specific ionization as a function of particle energy has been giyen
by Liyingston and Bethe [8J and for the heayier elements of principal interest here has been approximated
by X eufeld and Snyder [9J. The latter reference giyes
RBE as a function of the particle energy as well as
the biological dose deliyered by a particle of giyen
energy. These CUlTes were approximately by polynomials,
and the biological data were computed for each particle produced b~' the neutrons in the course of their histories. The
y-ra~'s produced \Yere follo,,-ed also using the J.\Ionte Carlo
or sampling method, and their absorbed dose (=RBE dose)
computed for each centimeter of depth.
The points giyen on the gl"aphs are the computed points,
and the smooth cun-e indicates the general trend. In some
cases ,,-here the penetration was small, few or no events
occurred in some intelTals and the cun'es ,,-ere not continued \Yhere the data did not seem significant. Figure 14
giyes the RBE (=RBE dose/absorbed dose) as a function
of energy and depth. The flux to cleliyer a dose of 0.3 l"em
in 40 hours or of 0.1 rem in 40 hours has been computed
and is sho\Yn in figure 13. The ratios of maximum dose
for the 30-cm slab to first collision dose for both absorbed
dose and for RBE dose are shown in figure 15. The low
yalues at 1 l\Iey and 0.44 l\Iey are not entireh- due to
statistical fluctuations but are lm"geb- due to the l:esonance
peaks in the oxygen cross-section curve. As a check on
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this, the points at 1.2 l\Iev and at 0.5 l\Iev ,"ere computed,
and this confirmed that the actual cun'e will reflect much
of the detailed structure of the cross,section curyes. Ho\\,en:1', the accuracy of the present study would not warrant
attempting to predict the amount inyolyed in detail.
For thermal neutrons an earlier study by Snyder [10J
indicated a sharp peak in the absorbed dose due to the
(n,p) reaction. The present calculations a\'eraged out this
peak. Figure 12 shO\\'s the peak as well as the aY(:rage computerl in the present stucly. In computing the thel'mal value
for figure ] 3 the peak yalue \\'as used.
The reflection of thermal neutrons incident on a large
slab of tissue is approximately 80 percent. Hence the reading obtained with pocket dosimeters \\'orn for purposes
thermal-neutron dosimetry should be corrected accordingly
(i.e., the reading should be diyicled b~' 1.8 before the hazard
is entluated accOl'ding to the rlata presented here),

Appendix 2. Flux Detectors
and Their Calibration
As the methods of flux measurement are different for
the various energy ranges, eYen though the principles in\'oh'ed are about the same, they will be considered according to neutron energy. Flux measurement of thermal neutrons has receh'ed most effort because it is basic to most
flux measurements in the other energy classifications.
,\.

Thermal Neutrons

One approach to the absolute meaSlll'ement of thermal
neutron flux is closely related to source calibration, because it is possible to produce a flux with a standard SOl\l'ce
that is kno\Yl1 almost as accurately as the emission rate
of the source. The thermal flux is produced in a "standard
pile," which is merely a large block of graphite in which
the source, usually a Ra-Be source, is placed. The fast
neutrons emitted from the source al'e moderated in the
graphite and produce a certain spatial distribution of slo\\,ing-dowll density, If. When thin foils of indium, wrapped
in cadmium. are actiyated at \'arious places in the standanI pile, the acti\'ation is proportional to the neutron flux
at the resonance ener~' of indium, 1.44 e\', hence to the q
at 1.41 e\', The absolute q values are obtained in terms of
the SOlll'ce strength Q because the integral of q over the
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yolume of the stanclanl pile, assuming negligible capture
and llO escape of resonance neutrons from the pile, must
equal Q. Once the slowing clown density q is kno"'n in the
stan<1anl pile it is a simple matter to compute the thermal
flux from iI, for it is necessan' to know 0111\' the lifetime
of the neutrons in graphite, easily obtained from the scattering constants of carbon,
The standard pile flux, while reasonably well known,
is quite low, anel acti\'atl:'llls intense enough for accurate
foil counting can be obtainecl only with foils that are so
thick that an apPl'eciable change in the flux at a given
point results from the neutron absorption of the foil. The
flux perturbation rloes not affect the determination of an
unknown flux reLttiye to that in the standard pile if the
~lll~nO\\'!l fluX; is ~ls() in gl'aphite and if the foil geometry
lS IdeutJcal, for 111 that case both fluxes will be equally
perturbed, Howe\,er, a correction for the perturbation must
be marle when fluxes in open beams are to be measured
relath'e to the standard pile, for instance. and for this
geometry the correction lea\'es all error of sen~ral percent.
A second method of absolute measurement of neutron
f1ux is by means of the l'eaction rate of an element whose
cross section is knO\\'ll, for
(5)

where LV is the number of atoms of reaction cross-section
in the flux nv. The absorption cross section of boron, for
example, which is essentially the (n,a) reaction, as the
(n,p) amI (n, y) are negligible, has been accurately determined from the total cross section, The "best yalue" of
the boron absorption cross section, from the AEC compilation, is 750 barns at 2,200 cm/sec, accurate to about 1
percent. The number of (n,a) reactions taking place in a
certain amount of boron, located in a particular neutron
flux, then gives the flux in terms of the reaction rate. Again,
as for the standard pile, the rate of (n,a) reactions in
boron depends on the neutron density, independent of the
vebcit~" because boron is strictly Ijv. There are several
other element" for which the absorption cross section can be
accurately determined from the total cross section bv subtraction of scattering, for instance gold or indium, 'These
clements differ from boron as flux standards because their
absOl'ption is a result of radioacti\'e capture rather than the
(n,,,) process, and in addition ther are not strictb' 1/1'.
The reaction rate in a known amount of boron located in
a neutron flux can be measured by a EFt-filled proportional
a
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countcl' or pulsc-counting ion chambcr, if on~ ~an be ~ure
of a onc-to-one conespondence between chsmtegrabons
and counts, The counting rate corresponding to complete
detection of the disintegrations in ionization chambers h~s
been obtained with an accul'acy of about 2 percent. To thIS
error must be added the uncertainty in the boron cross
section, so thc final accuracy is probably about ,t~e same, as
that of the standard pile flux. The absolute chsmtegrabon
rate in boron has not been used in any determination of
neutron flux to better than 5 percent, although the accuracy
could definitelY be increased.
The simplc~t method of /'Piatire flux measurement is ~Y
means of activation of a
material in the form of a thm
foil. Manganese, for instance, is a good. material for r~la
tive determination of high flux because It has a cOll\'el1lel1t
half life (2.6 hours), and a cross section (12 b) that is
small enough so that excessively thin foils are not necessan'. A thin foil of manganese acth'ated in any thermal
flux, and in a stamlarrl flux, will giye the former flux
(again, actual density times 2,200 cm /sec) correctl:v, regardless of the physical arrangement of the ncutron ~ux,
whcther it be in graphite or some other moderator, m a
parallel beam, or any arbitrary angular distribution. Because the foil is thin, there is no flux depression caused by
its presence nor any self-protection of the foil itst;lf. ~he
activation of a thin foil does not depend on the directlOll
of neutron travel through the foil. This is shown in the
acth'ation formula above, ,vhere flux is just the neutron
density multiplied by the velocity, with no directional effects
involved.
B.

Intermediate l':eutrons

There has been no extensiye work on flux measurements
for intermediate neutrons, primarily because there has
been little need for aCCUl'ate flux yalues in this energy
range. For the purpose of neutI'on research, in \"hich
primarily total cross sections haye been ~ne!lsUl'ec1, only
relative flux measurements, used III transmiSSlOn measurements are required, The intermediate neutrons in bulk
matte{', as in shields or in tissue, are soon slowed to
thermal, especially in light elements, and spend most <:f
their lifetime as thel'mal neutrons. Becauge of the rapid
moderation and the strong "self-protection" that ref} uces
interaction' in bulk material, intermediate neutrons are
mnch less important than fast or thermal neutrons.
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C.

Fast and Relativistic Neutrons

Because fas~ neutrons represent such a wide energy
ra llge. OW]' ",beh :letector response ;-aries widely, accurate
flux l}leaSl1l'ement IS extremely difficult. For these neutrons
th.e SImplest met~lOd of flux meaSUl'ement is by comparison
\nth the flux emItted by a standard neutron source usuallY
a Ra-Be sOlll'ce} For this comparisoll the standard source
is not used in the standard pile but is placed in the center
o~ a large I'oom, and the flux of fast neutrons at a certain
dlst~nce f~'om the. SOUl'c~ is calculated from geometrical
conSIderatIOns. ThIS flux IS thus established with essentially
the accuracy of the source calibration, about 5 percent
usually. The unkno\\'n flux is then compared with this
standard flux bjr some type of detector that \vill not be
affected grcatly by any energy difference bctwecn the unknown and the standat'rl flux, Unfortunately, most fast
neutron ,detect~l's are no~ enel·gy-independent. The long
counter IS speCIfically ~esigned fo1' flux comparison, however, and can be used III the energy region 0.1 to 3 Mey
in \yhich its sensitivity varies by h3SS than 5 percent.
'
Fast neutrons, in contrast to those of lower energy, can
be d~tcct~d .by means of the recoil protons they produce,
and III prll1cIple these protons can be used for flux measurement.. It ~s difficult, ho\\'evel', to measul'e the recoil protons
quantItatlYely, for example, in an ionization chamber and
thus obt~in the absolute flux incident on the recoil co~ntel',
In practIce an accuracy of about 10 pel' cent can be reached
by this method, In a similat, manner, an absolute flux can be
measl~l'ed by (;()U~lting recoil PI'otOlls in a photographic
emulSIOn, but agall1 measurements better than 10 percent
are ;-eIT clifficult.
Adi;:ation of foils of known Cl'OSS section, which is so
useful [01' theymal flux measurement, is much more diftlcult
to apply to fast neutrons, primarily because of the wide
energy range of fast neutrons. In bulk matel'ial, moderation
PI'O(~UCes an. energy spread, and a foil that has a crogs
~ecbol1 varYlllg rapidly with energy does not give a readily
mtel'pl'eta?le result. Use of tl~reshold reactions as (n,p),
(n,o:), (n,2n), and (n,f) can gIve approximate information
on the flu?, value in different energy regions, depending on
thc reactIOn, thresholds .. Table 4 gh'es occasionally employed reactlOns and theIr thresholds,
'In comput.ing the neutron flux frorn a standard ~()ut"ee or in measuring its
strcn~~th relative to ano~h~r J;iOUl'('e hy
of the long counter, it mu~t be
remenlbered that the emlS::'lon of neutt'on~
sources is oft(~n anhwtropiC".
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TAllLE 4.
Detectol'

Reaction!

Product

Til resllOld detectors

--.,-----Ref erencE'sd

t'El,
,;Her

mb

No.2.

Appendix 3. Reaction Employed in
Neutron Production
Table 5 summarizes pertinent elata on, reactions utili~ed
in neutron production. Both cross sectIons a~d .neu~l on
yield are a function of hombarding Yoltag?, which 1~ gIven
in 1\1e" in parentheses; at oth,er b<?mbardmg energws corresponding yalLles may be qmte dlffel'ent..
... ,
The information in the last bnl c.olumns IS qualltatn e
onlY anel is fUl'nisheel as a rough gUlde,
F'ol' further information see referenees [11 to 16J.

Appendix 4. PracticallJse of
Radiation Instruments
For health protedion in
vicinity ?f ~ neutron sou:Te,
measurements are needed of the radIatIOn hazard flOm
fast neutrons, intermediate neutrons, thermal neutron~, and
gamma rays, A brief d~scussion. of funclamen,t~ls ,'\'Ill. ,be
gi,'en here, For fUl'th~r ll1fol'lllabon the readel 15 1 ef:l! e~
to sewral reyiew artIcles [17, 18, 19J, and to th e 1 efel enees below.
A.

Instruments

1. Fast neutl'OnB and I'elati l'istic neutronB (1 ~ leev to 80
Mev). As most tissue damage by fast neutrons IS probably
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due to ionization from recoil protons, the fast-neutron dose
in rads is usuallY assessed with an ionization chamber or
countel' fined "'itI1 a h~Tll'ogen-rich gas. Fast neutrons may
be distinguished fmm gamma rays by (a) use of two
ionization chambers, one sensitiw to both neutrons and
gamma ra~'s, ami the other sensitin~ to gamma ra~'s alone
or having a known residual neutron sensith'itr (the difference in reading permits evaluation of the neutron dose),
and (b) use of a proportional counter which is biased to
discriminate against small pulses due to gamma rays,
Examples of the ionization-chamber method are tissueequivalent chambers r18J and CHc-C and CH-C pairs of
chambel's [19]. Pl'Opol'tional counter instruments reading
fast-neutron close include the polyethylene-ethylene proportional countel' [20J and the count-rate dosimeter r21].
The pol~'ethrlene-ethylene proportional counter may be
used with a special circuit in \\'hich the pulses produced
by hea\T particles are weighted according to pulse height
and a count results that is proportional to dose. This is
sometimes called the pulse energy integrating dosimeter.
This instrument is not directional, but requires somewhat
complicated electronic circuitry, The (.:ollnt-I'ate dosimeter,
howeyeJ', is directional. Both dosimeters, being pulse-opel'at~xl instruments, usually cannot be employed at sources
that produce radiation in \'ery short bursts for reasons that
are gh'en abm'e (10.7). A scintillation-counter version of
the count-rate dosimeter, in which an attempt has been
made to eliminate directional response, has been reported
[22].
Other fast-neutron Sll1'ye\' instruments ha\'e been widely
used, for example, the "HcJ!'nFlk button" [23]. Caution":
Such instruments do not in general read dose, and therefore knowledge of neutron spectrum is required to use
them.
JHore detailed information about fast-neutl'on hazanls
ma~' be obtained from insb'uments that measure the fastneutron spectrum, anel from instruments that measure the
LET rlistribution of the ionization clue to neutron recoils.
Approximate measUl'ements of neutl'On energy distributions mar be made b~· activation of fast-neutron threshold
detectors r2i, 25, 26]. More aCCllrate determination of
nel'tron spectra ma~' be made b~· measuring the proton
recoil distribution in a cloud chamber or photogTaphie
emulsion [27J, or in a proportional-counter spectrometer
[28]. Information about the LET distribution and the dose
is obtained from th(~ tissue-equintlent wall, spherical pro71
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portional counter [29.
or br, ca,lcul~tion . . from the
chstnbutlOl1 [01].
,
measured neutron flux and
2. IntC'l'Inediaie neutrons
Ci' to 10 k('I'). Illtennedlate-energy neutron flux is usuall~' not important fOl: health
per nell~ron IS s~1aIl
protection because the biological
compared to that for fast
, and the mtermecIJate
neutrons are quickly
111 the human body to
become slm'" or thermal. The usual instrument i'm' flux
measurements is a boron counter in a moderator. such as
or
SUITer instruments
the "long counter" [32.
i34]. The long counter is
for fast-neutron and
fhermal-neutron flux
3. Thennal neutrons. Thermal-neutron flux may be determimxl bY absolute
of the induced raclioelements
35J. Boronactiyit\' in 'allY one of
\\'aIled' ionization chambers or connters may be calibrated
.
by means of foil actiyation.
4. Gamma rays. Gamma-ray dose may he meaSlll'e(~ 111
carbon-walled chambers which often haw; onlr a sllght
response to neutrons (which must ~)e c(?l'l'ected for). Because the interaction of neutrons \nth tlssue can produce
gamma rays. a precise determination of the close requires
appropriate phantoms. Commonly used gamma-l'a~' suney
meters and dosimeters cannot be used \yhen large numbers
of neutrons are present. as they possess considerable but
unknowll neutron sensitiyity.
5. Personnel monitoring. Area monitoring of neutrons
around permanent installations is espedallr im~ortant for
fast neutrons, because often
gamma-ray hlm badges
nor pocket dosimeters
sufficient infol':natioll to ey:;,luate the dose.
nuclear-track fIlm badg~s [u6,J
are useful ill case of
and. although rather lllsenSIper~'nissihle close ra,nge.
th'e, are of some \'alue
mOl1ltorecl by a cadmmmSlo,y neutrons ma\" be
'in a gamma-ray film badge or by boroncoyerecl
lined pocket
B.

Cali bra tion

\Vith most neutron-monitoring instruments it is essential
that the instrument be calibrated frequentl~" in ,a knO\.Yn
neutron flux.
large errors are pOSSIble ,nth
many commercial instrumel:ts uple~s properly calibrated.
A com'enient method for cahbl'atlOJl lS the use of a portable
ra(lioadiYe neutron sourCE'. A primary standard sOUl:ce. of
a laboratory ma\" be calibrated for total neub'on emISSIOn
rate l;y submission to the National Bureau of Standards.
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Raclioacti ,"e neutron sources rna \' also be calibrated for
dose rate at a fixed distance using a fast neutron dosimeter
calibrated with an internal alpha source [20J or calibrated
with monoenergetic neutrons. Known thermal fluxes for
calibration may be obtained using the calibrated stan cIa 1'(\
source il,l a
"standa]'(l pile" [37J. or by use of a
moderatlllg
to produce a thermal-neutron flux,
which ma~'
be compared to a known thermal-neutron
National Bureau of Standards standard
flux such as
thermal-neutron

Appendix 5.

Neutron-Capture Gamma Rays

Table 6 summarizes gamma-ray energies encountered in
neutron capture.

Appendix 6.

Shielding Calculations and Data

The same fundamental safety factors that \\'ere described
[39J for gamma l'ays apply to neutrons: (a) Distance
from source, (b) time of exposure. and (c) attenuation
by shielding 01' other matel'ial. Because the sew1'al t~'pes of
neutron sources differ considel'ably. they will be treated
separately.
Reactors'

neutrons from reactors come from (a) the fission
process (prompt neutrons) and (b) l'adioactiYe nuclides
in fission (delayed neutrons).
Prompt Neutrons from Fission

neutrons from fission are produced at all enerup
about 17 )iev. distributed as shown in figure 16.
are gi\'en in table 7. The attenuation
accurate
~''''',,'''~ consists primarily of collisions in which either
is accomplished or the neutron is
so that its total escape path is significantly
increased. Following degradation. man~' successi\'e collisions take place in a relati\'ely short further excursion
before the neutrons are absorbed at low energy. Because
in
cross sections deCl'ease with increasing enel'gr,
rlOT""f'TDr1

shielding of r(>at"tol'S

i~

a rom})Hcated subject heyonil the Scope of

but the t.l'elltnH'nt g-iven ht"l'e \vill }"!"iv€ apl)l'oxirllute

to

and will h0 arlequate for estimating the effects of
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tHken from P. S. :vnttelman and R. A. Liedtke, Nucleonic 13.
I.

FIGnn~ 16.
Number of
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:'The:5€' data
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-
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Mev

neutrons.
n-:I'~u

...; t1ellt roo cneTgy.

the neutrons produced at higher (onergy haye the best
chance of penetration. Balancing this is the origillal dish'ibution in which the lower energies predominate. Fo!' most
shields the neutrons produc('d at about 8 l\rey an' most
likely to penetrate, although they ma~' hayc had a collision
neal' the outer shield surface and hence emerge at lowcr
energy.
A simplified calculation of attenuation is made on the
of the neutrons at about 8 l\1e\'. Some allowance is
necessary for the neutrons that han~ collidecl but still escape, a factor usually called the buildup factor. This is
taken account of by a compensating factor obtained by
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counting all neutrons as if they \\'er(' in the high-energy
group. This simplifies the calculation, is l'eas(mably accurate, and is consenatiye for shields that contain reasonabll)
quantities of moderating material. Examples of such materials are the water-hearing concretes sllch as ordinary
concrete,
concrete, magnesium
concI'ete,
and water, masonite, moist earths, etc. Other materials
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I
20
A. ATOMJC WEIGHT

i

ITI
100

200

500

1000

Fission neutron atte1llwtion coejJir·ienl.s.
C:Cl"tions

divided

b.:.

.0081
.0057

I

.0099
1.0
1.0

I

----

-f---

rem(lval

.Ol~·l

112~1
lliW"
I
f1en:,it,Y)

versus

which are not moderators (large atomic weight, A. > 16),
such as iron, lead, etc., can be counted as well, proyided
ther are followed with model'ating material on the outside.!!
RfllW w! ems.'5 Sert ions: Remoml cross sections are the
cross sections to be user! in calculating the attenuation of
fast neutrons. The microscopic remoyal cross section
is roughl~' three-quarters of the total cross section at
Mev, an exception being hydrogen, for which the fraction
is somewhat higher.
The macroscopic l'emo\'al cross section is
by

O.6020'rf'
A
j)

Caution:

The;;(l'

110IrHtl,[)(jeraTm"

(10 to ;jOO
re~dling the m""~,·... ,,,
SUhl'>Hiuently by

(6)
tl'anSpHrent to low~
radiation
ohielded

eupllll'{>
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where
(Tr~micl'oscopie

j'emoYal cross section (banls),
p=density (g <:m'\) ,
A. ~atomic \\'eighL

It will be noted that

Element
Barytes block concrete

~, fl

is a quantity dependent only on
the microscopic nuclear pnlperties, This is a smoothly
var~'ing function of the atomic weight, which is. given in
figure 17, Fl'0ll1 this cm've the remoml eross section can
be obtained for am' element.
The macroscopic l'emoyal cross section for a material of
se\'el'al elements is obtained by simple summation over its
eOllstituents :
;:" compounck

(~~) lPl-l{~)1 )2 PZ+' •• ,

a/r"»!';

Fe
II.

0.0061
.(JUlIO

o

.0-147
.000-1

MgCa

.OO1.l8

Ba ....
Na
Si

.01S2
.0002
.OOI~

Al

.0006
.0001

:I1n
S

.0(9/)

(7)
Total

0.0945.

where
Ordinary concrete

fll =

from figme 17 for element 1 of
eompollncl, (cm' /g), ete.
dellSit~· of element 1 (g/ cm') , etc.

Example: Find :::, fol' CaCO::; dellsity
~ 100.09.
Element

0.041
.02n.-)
.0801
.0200
.024
'()50

2.711, llloleculm' weight

0.0·152

.008:l
.0010
.0001
.OI~5

.!lOllS
.0001
.0002
.0150
.0014

.O:~:1

.0245
.602
.082

.4.

Total

2.3702

I

0.0942

I_

!f

Ca
C

40.08
12.01

o
Total

100.0(l X 2.711 = 1.087

0.0263

0.32:3

.05lO

.0166

jl Xl§ X 2.711 = UW9
100.(H)

.0410

.0533

2.711

TABLE

9.

Jlacl'o;;('o/Jic nelltl'on

and attenuation lengths
and I'cadol'

Material

~r. Hemoval
cross section

0.0962

em
0.103
.1576
.0!'42
.094.,
.078"

Examples of remo\'al el'oss-sectioll calculations for common shield matel'ials are giYen below. Table 8 shows the
pertinent steps for bal'ytes anti ol'dinary eoncl·ctes, starting
with elemental assa~'s shown in the seeoncl eolumns. In table
9 the results are summarized fo]' seYel'al eommon materials.
The (;ore of the reactor is defined to be the \'olume in
which the fissions take place, and the shield is the material
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Attenuation
length

9.7
0.34
10.6
10.G
12.7

external to it, including reflector, pressure shell, if any,
anel of course the shield propel'.
The close extemal to the shield is now calculated to be

D (rems/hr)

(8)
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where

p

power density in core (watts/cm:l).
macroscopic removal cross section of core
material, calculated as above (cm l ) ,
T shield thickness (cm),
~r = average macroscopic removal cross section
for shield (cm'I).
= (liT) [(~rX); (~rxL+ (::irxh+ .. ,J,
(~rX)i product of macroscopic removal cross section ~r and thickness x for the ith
layer.
5.4 ] 0'1 (7,5 X 1010 fission neutrons per joule) >< (\~,
geometrical factor) + (7,000 neutrons/
cm"/sec per
F=geometric factor taking account of the core
shape, as fol1o\\-s:
for a
fiat COl'C surface adjacent to
shield,
=a (
) for a spherical core of l'adius a.
(TLn) T" for a cylimler of radius n,
measurement at midplane.
For small cores of whate\'er shape the formula for a
sphere of
\-olume may
used, pro\'ided the maximum
diameter
cornel' to camel') el,,, fulfills the following
criterion:
8T
d"",<~ •
(9)
"'r

Delayed Neutrons

Delayed neutrons are produced from certain radioacth'e
nuclides among the fission products, The half liyes, ene1'gies, and yields of the dominant emitters (groups) are
gi;'en in table 10,
are not important b~" comparison
WIth the prompt fission neutrons, but for cases in which
the
products are remowd f1'om the reactor to regions
outside its shield shortly after being produced they may
be \'ery important. Examples of such remoyal are experimental fuel loops and pneumatic sample handlers in which
fission takes place in the sample.
For delayed neutrons the only really satisfactory shields
are hydrogenous materials, and the effectiyeness depends
onl~' on
hydrogen thickness of tlw shield. Because the
neutrons are of too low energy for inelastic scattering, ele-
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TABLE

10,

Delayed neutr07l8 from fl:815ion ]JrOtiUrt8
~rH.

Rpmoval

I Half life

Group

Energy

cro~s

---- "edion of
hydl'og'en
dE'e

f,.'CC 1

!.:cv

I n

n

L

0.0125
.O11l5
.154
A5S
1.61

2
:l

ms 'h,'

Barns

('1It~

250

ILl

570
412

H.

10:'

R.I

H70

(j(1.2

400

21.2

TotaL ..

7.6
5.2
6.0
4.1

l1.25
41.5
53.2

182.35

35.7

6.1

109.2

ments other than hydrogen are relatively ineffecti\'e and
are ignored. For cOIwenience the l'emoval cross section of
hydrogen for each energy is also given in table 10.
The dose due to the delayed neutrons is just the sum
of
contrihutions from se\'eral emitters:
(10)

where 1, 2, 3, etc., refer to the different groups of delayed
neutrons. The contribution from one emitter is calculated
as follo\ys:
Dl (rems/hr)

(11 )

where
R=distance from center of delayed neutron
source to place where
is to be determined.
T=shield thickness (cm).
~rll = average macroscopic remo\"al cross section
(cm- 1 )
(~I·HX)

(~"lIx)

(IrnX) i=product of hrdrogen remo\'al cross section

and thickness for the ith shield
Ql=dose, rems/hr, pel' unit neutron flux (neutrons/cm/sec) for the delayed neutrons
of group 1, table 2.
S,=solll'ce strength, neutrons/sec, of neutrons
from group 1.
For the common case of a uranium-bearing liquid (or
wire) loop circulating into and out of a reactor, the source,
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S" is just the rate o~ n~utI'on relea.se
shit:ld (but of COllrse 1118](le the speclal loop
after mam'
for
group there is an
the following form:

hynrogen cross section for shielns amI sources
not incluned thereon.
T=shield thickness (cm).
(12)

,,,here
f~fissiol1 rate, fission sec (total).
!/1--yielcl, neutrons proc1uced in group 1 per fission.
,\, =deca~' constant, sec- 1, for group 1.
time each loop particle spell(ls in the neutron fiehl
per
t,~time
loop particle spenns on the "oar out
through the shieH
loop particle spends in the
part
of the loop, from which it radiates.
time.

Radioactive Neutron Sources

The dose rate from a l'adioactiye neutron source is best
calculatecl some\yhat differently from that from other
sources. Owing to the small intensities available, relatively
thin shields are needed and hence the scattereel neutrons
offer a very significant cO!ltribution to. the total, dose. To
take account of this a bmlclup factor 1S usen. For Po-Be
and Po-B sources with water or pm'affin shields at least 20
cm thick, the yalue of this builclup factor is approximately
5. For these common situations, the following formula
the nose rate:
(13)

where
S=soUl'ce

(neutrons/sec).

R-~distance fmm source to point for which

dose
rate is to be calculated.
B~~buildllp factor, ~5.
rj=dose pel' unit flux for neutrons of the source
energy (l'ems Ih1' per neutron 'cm" /sec) .
;:,macl'oscopic removal cross section for the giyen
source and shield, obtained from table 8 where
possible, 01' caIculate(1 using nine-teuths of the
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Accelerators
"roc,I"'H,+,m'c which yield neutrons can be shielded according to formulas which han~ been ele,-eloped for reaetors.
For neutron energies up to 30 l\Ie\' the remoyal cross sections can be taken to be about three-quarters of the total
cross section.

Appendix 7. Neutron Protection Near
High·Energy Electron Accelerators
Because there are many types of
electron
accelerators and because installations vary
, it is not
general rules for lieutron protection
to
which woulel
"alid for all cases. However, two chief
factors may be pointed out that goYern the neutron shielding problem. These factors are (1) the energy of the
photons and (2) the type of shielding material used. The
primary sources of neutrons neal' a high-energy electron
accelerator are the machine itself anel the point where the
beam strikes the wall [-10].
.Veutl'on p/'oduction. To liberate a neutron from the nuexceed the
cleus requires that the absorbed photon
binding
of the particle in the nucleus of the order
of G to 18
mostly about 10 -:'.lev).
electron
accelerators of energy below 10 Mev will usually have very
small or no neub'on backgrounds. Common photoneutron
threshold
anel information on neutron vields for
various
are given in Handbook 55 of this series.
For electron accelerators of energies much larger than
photoneutron thresholel energies, the yield of neutrons by
photOl}s incident on lead may be approximateel by [41, 42,
" where Y = the number of neutrons pro43J r
duced and TV.. is the total incident photon energy (i.e.,
number of photons times photon energies) in Bev. The
yield Y ,-aries approximately as the square root of the
atomic number. The aboye relation may therefore be rewritten Y,:::::O.044YI: TV The photons have energies of the
order of 20 Me". The neutrons are produced with a wide
distribution in energy, the avemge for lead
about 2
to 3
and for carbon about 5 Mev
photon
II •
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energy increases, the neutron pmtedion problem becomes
more
presumablr because of a high-energy tail to
the neutmn distribution. As the mean free path fol' fast
neutrons
Im'gel' (approximatel~' as t]1(o enerbr:'i') as
the neutron energr increases, the choice of shielding may.
for \'ery high energ~' electron accelemtol's, aetnall:; be dicby the fast-neutron hazard.
Sl1 ield in(Jmate rials . Concrete or other hydrogen -containing materials are desirable for neutron shielding. However,
many electron accelerators are shielclec! with lead, frequently as an integral part of the machine itself. The lead
acts both as a stl'Ong source of photoneutrons and as a
pOOl' neutron shielc!.
After the neutron production near the high-energy electron accelerator has been established (remembering that
neutrons may be producec! in the shield itself). the neutron
shielding requirements may be determined according to the
methods outlined in appendix 6.
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